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At Long Last...
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TCDLA Announces a Professional Liability Insurance Program for it's Members
Through the joint efforts ofTCDLA, AM, and National Casualty Insurance
Company (Rated A+15 by A.M. Best), TCDLA Members have access to ontstanding coverage at highly competitive rates.
Today you can obtain numerous quotes for professional liability insurance.
Make sure one of these quotes is from your association sponsored program.
TCDLA has recognized fluctuating trends in this area and is working hard to
stabilize premiums for many yeais to come.
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to $5,000 mav, be paid annuwllv with no deductible for
defense of distialinarv wroceedina;

Innocent insured protection
Duty to defend policy
Annual Aggregate Deductible
Insured's consent required to settle tlaims

* 30-day free "Extended Reporting Period" with options to

"UNDERSTANDING A DWI

I

IT'S A TOOL
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CLIENT SHOULD BE WITHOUT!

Testimonials
"Having your client watch David Burrows' witness preparation video 'Understanding A DWI
Trial' is like having David as your co-counsel. Indeed, David is now my permanent co-counsel in this
area. I make it mandatory watching for all my clients as they prepare for trial. This tape will save the
DWI defender not only lots of time, but also, it will assist the client in understanding the mechanics
of the trial itself. I highly recommend it to everyone who practices DWI defense."
- J. Gary Trichter Attorney Hozc;toii, Texns

"Whether you try one DWI a year or one every week, the 'Understanding a DWI Trial' video tape
is a MUST! It is informative, innovative and invaluable. David walks the client, (and the attorney),
through the process and potential perils of a DWI trial. When our clients are charged with DWI, they
come to our office with many questions. David's tape does a remarkable job answering many of these
questions. We owe it to our clients and to ourselves to purchase 'Understanding a DWI Trial'."
- Robert B. Hirschhorn Attorney Gnluesfon,Texns

"This tape is an excellent tool to be used in preparing clients and witnesses for trial. Through the use
of this tape, your client will be well prepared for cross-examination. This tape will save considerable trial
preparation time and produce better results than the traditional trial preparation method."
Douglas W. Skemp -

-

President of Dnllns Criminnl Defense Dlwyers Assucinhmi

To order your copy/copies of "Understanding a DWI Trial" and to receive your professional
discount, please send your check or money order for
$150 [after professional
discount) for each tape plus $9.95 for shipping/handling (2nd day air) to:
CHB Productions 2808 McKinney Ave.

Suite 845

Dallas, Texas 75204

214/999-5107

Please include shipping information.
UNDERSfANDING A DWI TIUAL is a ~roductof CHB Productions and mav not be duolicated without written consent from CHB Productions.
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CDLP

COURSE PRE-REGISTRATION FORM

SKILLS COURSE

CDLP SKILLS COURSE
May 16-17,1996
Midland, Texas
.PRE-REGISTRATlO!UEEEKS;
.

Your registration mus
reach our olfice bv Mav 13111in order to auarantee
receio
"
of course materiak at ikesemlnar.

r -

$1651$180 reoistration fee.

Name
Address
9:00 a.m. - 10:OO a.m.

REPRESENTING INDIGENTS
RANDY WILSON. Abilene

10:OO a.m. - 1035 a.m. Refreshment Break

CitylStateRip Code

Telephone (

)

1 0 3 5 a.m. - 11:OO a.m. PRESERVATION OF ERROR
BRIAN W. WIGE. Houston

County

l l : 0 0 a.m. - noon

EXPUNCTIONS
BETTY BLACKWELL. Austin

Current Occupation

noon - 1 3 0 p.m.

Lunch (On your own)

2 4 5 p.m. - 3:45 p.m.
-

RULES OF EVIDENCE
0
President, TCDLA

3 4 5 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Refreshment Break

-

4:00 p.m. 4:45 p.m.

TEA
CYNTHIA HUJAR ORR. San Antonio

9:45 a.m. - 10:OO a.m.

Refreshment Break

10:OO a.m. - 10:45 a.m

DOUBLE JEOPARDY

-

W

10145 a.m. - 11:45 a.m. EFFECTIVE CLOSING ARGUMENT
J
!
l l : 4 5 a.m. - 1:15 p.m.

-

1.15 p.m. 200 p.m.

-

Lunch (On your own)
DEALING WITH THE DRUG TASK FORCE
DAVID GUINN. Lubbock

2 0 0 p.m. 3:00 p.m.

ETHICS AND ATTORNEY MISCONDUCT
RONALD L. GORANSON. Dallas

3 0 0 p.m. - 3:15 p.m.

Refreshment BreakLunch

3.1 5 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

PRE-TRIAL MOTIONS
DAVID A. SCHULMAN. Austin

-

4:00 p.m. 4:45 p.m.

TBA

Bar Card No.
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am not 0 a member of the Texas Crimina
Defenss Lawyers Association.

I am

RETURN TO: Criminal Defense Lawyers Project
600 West 13th Street
Austin. Texas 78701
(512) 478-7934
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n this age of gentencing guidelines, government ovmreaching ancl sfiitches, I fed it is appropriate to showcase two people w h have demonstrated the tenacity
and grit to fight for what was right, and w h shm the common bond of a passion for j u ~ t i s .

Sarah Worsham Hsw&ns, a $in&
hWison held loans, and that &e h&
parent supportbg twa ehifdren and no c h e h but tu plead guiky Ra a &tony
two grandshildren, was trarn in charge atrd tatify apinst the other
pavwy and worked hm way up to &fendam involved in the ease. Ms.
make a good living for herself and Hawkins b e l i e d she did have a
het family. In 1984, at the urgng of Qhoice,Her iategrity and good name
the g w q r n m s t , she. went to work mcaut m m to her than her freedom,
for Madison Guaranty Savings
and &e would wmk no dm1 with the
Loan, The gwwnmnt felt that she @vernment:
eoeld keep the thEt in aompliance
But Ms. Hawking refnsed. "My
rvith the law, and ih that capacity, answer is 'no'," she toId her lawyer. Y
she te&rded herself as betng pn the haw no money. The only thing I have
governQent's side.
lafeis my integrity. I hawn'tlfane anyWhes KWJX&I&fan was appvhted Ihmg Wmg.@''
as WMkwata iadepndent caunsel and
Despire. a yew of wricyihgwhat her
m
c
d invesipting Madimn Cnrawity futurre held fwbc,while ~mggfingto
fWM his tmm of 16 Lawyers and 30 make ends meet afer having lost hef
FBI agmb3 Ms. Hatwk'ms was con- job an6 basictlIly becoming uncmtatted rnd advimd, through k~!
a*p b y d , rtnd whik w a t c h her &mer
my Rchasi E. H o k , thrtt &.
Madison c o - w iqreeing to amept
had evavldence that &e had approved plea bargaiusSMs. HawkiaS s m d -hue
false appraisals For pmperty on which to hweonviicticm.

f l i k n wmewhat abaek by her at&
tnde, the hdepndern munsd eamayed
threats Through her atmtney. Ms.
H%wkimstood fimr. Withoutwarni4g,
Mr. Stan cleared her of any wmngdoing and wnl on tB apologize for h e &
sawing her; however, irr iigkt of her
expenience with the government, she
still tefubed to talk with them.
A c m d i ~ gtb her attorney, f h govern~
ment then goceedqd to say that they
wem still lookkg for some wrongdoing
&at Ms. H a w h had dm@;however,
se-tly
thxy have indivateal that all
inlfestigatiotfs against M$. HawMns
have heen dro~ped. The reason given
h~imes@r$alingher again aftw she had
k n d w c d the %st time was that f k y
k I & d shehadsom&ng to hi& athefwise she. would haw talked wish the
government.
Safah Hawkina now has a IICW job
and d ~ ~ a m
sfsstarting, a minocityD&
bank in her hme@wn. As hex
lawyw puts it:
"She stood up to them," MI.
Holirnau said. nShe's a m y corn@US
w~mall.~'~
The other hem of thk article is one of
w own, Ckny GoIdW. Geny & the

immediate past president of the
National Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyets, and one of TCDLA's
past presidents. I will speak much more
briefly of Gerry because the Texas
&d&.is much better reading than
this President'$ Cohtmn. Gerry is featured this month in the Texas Monthly
in an inspiring article we all need to
read, and which says in part:
Goldstein was a true believer. So
fired up that he seemed, at times, in

danger of self-immolation, he found
that practicing Maverick's kind of law
was the perfect outlet for his passions.
It satisfied his desire lo make a difference (Taw is the primary vehicle for
social change," he likes to say) and his
craving for the dramatic and the unpredictables'It'('
first-rate street theater,"
he also likes to sayJ3
Anyone who knows Gmy knows this
is true. Gerry Goldstein is a staunch
defender of the citizen accused. He is a

mre believer and a tme warrior.
Congratulations, Gerry.

I Sam Fritz, Woman's courage pays
off, The Dallas Marninz News,
Match 29,1996, at A 41.
2 Sara Fritz, Wornan's courage pays
pff. The Dallas Morning News,
March 29,1996, at A 42.
3 Mimi Swartz, The High Times of
Gerry Goldsfein, The Texas
&x&&, April, 1996,114, at 135.
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his Association gets a lot ofr mail, and a lot
of it is from, or on behalf of, inmates. One
such letter follows. It is significant only because
of its author's residence.
March 1996
To the Editor of
'THE ECHO",TDCJ
Huntsville, TX 77342, USA

From: Anhea Schwiegel
Via 0. Benedetti 29
01100 Viterbo, ITALY
I am occupying myself with the case
of a Native American who has been
incarcerated at the Indiana State
Reformatory in Pendleton, Indiana
since 1989. Eve~ythingI know about
the case points to the fact that he seems
to belong to the g ~ a u of
p the "wnvicted
innocent". Recently I have come upon
the photocopy of the enclosed article
"Convicting the Innocent" by James
McCloskey, which speaks about the
high number of innocent people in
prison. McCloskey is the founder of a
non-profit orga~zationwhich helps the
incarcerated innocent. Unfoltunately
neither the name of that oiganization
VOICE VOLUME25 NUMBERS APRIL96

nor their address are mentioned in this
article. It seems to be a Texas olganization. Maybe you could help me to find
out which o ganization it is and if it
still exists. Is the "Voice of the
Defense" a periodical? Maybe the
Texas lawyer association could help
me? Do you have their address? I
would urgently need this information
and would be very glad, if you could
help me. Thank you for your time and
for what you can do for me.
Sincerely
Andrea Schwiegel
Larry Fitzgeiald, manager of public
information at the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice Institutional Division
sent me the letter, which had been
addressed to 7he Echo, the Institutional
Divison newspaper. Enclosed with it
was an article, reprinted in the
December 1989 issue of the Voice for.
the Defense entitled "Convicting the
Innocent" by James McCloskey of

0

Centurion Ministeries. Centurnion
Ministeries is a Princeton. N.J. based
organization which represents the innocent accused. I believe the article is still
topical despite having been written in
1989, maybe even more now, as the
Randy Weaver and Branch Davidian hials have occuned since it was written.
Hardly a week goes by that we don't
get a call or letter from an inmate, or relative, or friend, seeking legal assistance
because the individual did not meive a
fair trial or appeal, or claiming the
inmate is factually innocent of the crime
for which he was convicted. We try to
respond to all, but even in cwes that may
have merit, there is little or no hope for
the wmngfully convicted because there
are so few lawyers available to take these
cases. Centurion Ministries is the only
organization that works full time as an
advocate for innocent persons in prison.
On a more upbeat note, this year
marks to 25th anniversary of the founding of TCDLA. Members, former members, friends and supporters of TCDLA
are urged to attend the Rusty Duncan
Advanced C~,iminalLaw Seminar, memb e d party and annual meeting at the
Marriot Riverwalk in San Antonio on
13, 14, and 15 June. Course information
is found elsewhere in this issue. See
you in San Antonio. Semper fi.

*

Dear Editor,

F

or the past two years 1 h w e been writing the T i p & Tactics colunln for The Cl~ornpion,the inagazine of the National
Associat~on
. - of Criminal Defense Lawyers (NACDL). For those of you unfamiliar with the coliiinn, it is a brief and
highly effective form of continuing legal education. The colu~nnrelies on defense lawyers nationwide to write and send
short summaries of a technique, tactic or manewer that works for them.
This letter is to invite you to pailicipate in Tips & Tnctics. We want to broaden our base and involve many nlore contributors to further help each other. Simply draft a sbort statement, a couple of paragraphs. Your tip can relate to any stage
oithe proceedings, including the investigative, gl-andjuiy, pre-t~ial,trial, post-trial, sentencing, appellate, ctc.
We hope you mill take a few ininutes to sharc one of your best ideas. You will be credited for your contribution and our
readers will benefit fiom having your advice. I look forwad to hewing fiom you and to wo~kingwith you.
Sincerely,
Thcodore Simon
35th Floor
1818 Market St[-eet
Philadelphia, PA 191 03
Phone: (215) 563-5550 Fax: (215) 563-8798
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Spring Cleaning Special!!! Offer Good Only Until May 15th
The books from past TGDLA and CDLP seminars are really piling up, and we need to make some room in storage for next
year's crop. Some of these titles are essentials; some basic references; some contain specialized writings on specific issues
fhat you won't want to be without.
FOR A LIMITED TIME you can buy these books at afraction of their usual price. Even better, as a special incentive offer,
you may deduct an additional fwe dollars per book if you buy two or more! And, as always, SHIPPING IS FREE.
Help TCDLA and CDLP keep our costs down by helping us clear out these books from past seminars, while at the same
time getting these essential Texas-specific criminal law manuals into your library!
O "RUSTY"DUNCAN ADVANCED CRIMINAL LAW
Short Course, June, 1995

S 54.12
(Orig. $162.37)

O TCOUCROSS-EXAMINATIOWSEMINAR

O ADVANCED FEDERAL LAW SHORT COURSE
September, 1995

S 43.30
(Orig. $81.181

0 TCDLA DWI SUPERSTARS SEMINAR

O CDLP CRIMINAL PRACTICEMATERIALS

$ 67.66
(Orig. $162.37)

1994 Edilion (2 volumes1
O TCDLA ZEN OF WINNING SEMINAR

$43.30
(Orig. $108.251

Morch, 1995

March, 1996
February, 1996
CDLP SKILLS COURSE
O Jon. 1996, El Poso
0 Dec. 1995, Lubbotk
O Nov. 1995, Beoumont
0 Aug. 1995, Lubbock
n Moy 1995, Aurlin
n Apr. 1995, Abilene

S 67.66
(Drig. $108.25)
S 54.12
(Orig. $108.25)

S 27.06
(Orig.SB1.181

All prices include 8.25% Soles Tax. Please check desired purthase(s) and send this order form, along with payment,
to the Criminol Defense Lawyers Project, 600 West 13th Street Austin, Texas 78701

I

1

I

Address
lity/~fo~e

zip

Phone No.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE TAXES, SHIPPING, AND HANDLING.
NOTE: Some of these volumes may be in limited supply. Please order promptly to insure that the
book yo^ wan1 is wailable. All orders will be filled lirst come, 11rstS c ~ e d
REMEMBER: -AKE F.VE DOLLARSOFF PER 8
U FOR ORDERS OF TWO OR MORE TITLES!
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obtaining Federal Habeas
Corpus Review of State
Convictions in the Fifth Circuit
(The Quick and Dirty Guide to
Federal Habeas Review of State Convictions)
INTRODUCTION

T

THE BflSICS
Presently, the right to federal habeas
corpus review of state convictions is
By Timothy Crooks
codified at 28 U.S.C. 8 2241, which is
the general grant of power to federal
courts to issue writs of habeas corpus, and, more specifically, at 28 U.S.C. 9
2254. Where a person is held in custody pursuant to the judgment of a state
court, fedem1habeas corpus review of his3 case is limited to claims "that he is
in custody in violation of the Constitution or laws or treaties of the United
Statw.'.'" Thus, state law claims are not cognizable in federal habeas co~pus?
A petition for a writ of habeas corpus on a state conviction may be
filed in either the federal district in which a defendant is in custody, or
~
the federal district in which the state court of conviction is l ~ c a t e d . A
habeas petitioner has no constitutional right to appointed counsel to pursue $2254 relief.? However, if an evidentiary hearing is held, the petitioner has a statutory right to the appointment of c o ~ n s e l .Appointment
~
of counsel is likewise required if necessary for the petitioner's "effective
utilization of discovery procedure^."^ Otherwise, the court may, in its
discretion, appoint counsel for an indigent petitioner at any stage of the
habeas proceeding if "the interests of justice so require."10
There is also a statutory right to the appointment of counsel in capital
cases." This right to counsel under 84X(q)(4)(B) "adheres prior to the filing
of a fo~mal,legally sufficient habeas corpus petition" and is invoked upon a
capital prisoner's motion for appointment of ~ounsel.'~However, the Fifth
Circuit has held that counsel appointed pursuant to 848(q)(4)(B) are not
authorized to engage in activities relative to the exhaustion of unexhausted
claims in state court." Likewise, although a capital petitioner has the right
to court-p~idinvestigative, expert, or other services reasonably necessary to
his case under 21 U.S.C. 848(q)(9), the Fifth Circuit has held that these are
not available with respect to uuexhausted claims.14

he writ of habeas corpus,
justly denominated "the
Great Writ," has been an
important part of our American
history. The Constitution provides: 'The Privilege of the Writ
of Habeas Corpus shall not be
suspended, unless when in Cases
of Rebellion or Invasion the public Safety may require it."'
Histolically, the Great Writ has
been a fundamental device for
vindicating federal constitutional
rights, and has, on more than one
occasion, literally saved a defendant's life.2 Although the scope
of federal habeas corpus has
been diminished since its heyday
in the days of the Warren Court,
it still remains a potent tool that BEFORE YOU GET STARTED
Before you file a federal habeas petition, you shonld be aware that there
you can use for your clients.
are a number of procedural hurdles yon will have to cross before the federal
This outline is designed to pro- court will even consider the merits of the claims in your petition:
vide you with a quick reference
' I n custody" requirement
guide for pursuing federal habeas
First, as mentioned above, the petitioner must be "in custody" as a result
of
the state court j~dgrnent.'~ Costody includes not only physical imprisreview of Texas state conviconment, but also any significant restraints on personal liberty as
A
tions, with particular citation to person released on parole is deemed to be "in custody" for purposes of
the United States Supreme Court federal habeas corpus."
A habeas petitioner's release from custody subsequently to the filand Fifth Circuit case law which ing of his petition will not moot the challenge to his conviction if he will still
he subject to adverse collateral consequences from the conviction, such as
will be used to decide the cases.

....

~
fhc mere, unrealized posinability lo vote or to sewe as a j ~ r a . 1However,
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sibility of the future use of the conviction for enha~~cement
of
a future sentence is uot sufficient to constitute "c~stody."'~
Where a petitioner is serving consecutive sentences, lie is
considered to be "in custody" as to a consecutive sentence
which he has not yet begun to serve, as well as the sentence
which he is currently serving.20 Furthermore, the Supreme
Court has only recently held that, in a consecutive sentence
situation, a petitioner may also challenge a sentence which
has already expired, or been served, since success could
advance the date of his eligibility from present iucarceration?'
Thus, a petitioner serving consecutive sentences "remains 'in
custody' under all of his sentences until all are served ...."22

Exhaustion
"Exhaustion" in the context of federal habeas corpus refers
t
to the process of allowing the state courts to have f ~ scrack
at reviewing claims arising from state proceedings. It is
essentially a prudential doctrine, arising out of notions of
comity with respect to state comt judgments. The doctrine of
exhaustio~i,codified at 28 U.S.C. # 2254(b) and (c), generally
reuuires that, nrior to raisine a claim in federal court. the
defendant ~iiustfirst have "exhausted the remedies available
in the courts of the State."" A petitioner will not be deemed
to have exhausted state remedies "if he has the right under the
law of the State to raise, by any available procedure, the question presented.""
However, the doctrine of exhaustion is prudential, not
jurisdictional, and therefore exhaustion may be dispensed
with in certain circumstance^.^^ Particularly, exhaustion
may be excused whel-e "there is either an absence of available State corrective process or the existence of circunlstances rendering such process ineffective to protect the
rights of the pri~oner."'~
In order for a claim to be properly exhausted, the substance
of the claim must be "fairly presented" to the state courts.''
"It is not enough that all the facts necessaly to support the
federal claim were before the state couits ... or that a somewhat similar state-law claim was mad^."^^ A recent decision
of the Supreme Court suggests that proper exhaustion requires
the explicit invocation, in state court, of the specific federal
constitutional provisions on which the petitioncr seeks to
rely:'
Therefore, it behooves the state practitio~iel; whether
at trial, during direct appeal, or on state collateral attack, to be
as specific as possible in invoking both the state & the federal constitutional provisions on which he seeks to rely.
A "mixed" petition, containing both exhausted and unexhausted claims, must be dismissed without PI-ejudiceto refiling after all claims have been exhausted." In such cases, the
petitioner should, prior to disnlissal, be given the option of
amending his petition so as to delete unexhausted claims."
Petitioners should think twice about exercising this option,
however, since proceeding only on the exhausted clainls may
bar future federal review on the merits of the deleted clainis
under the successive petitionlabuse of the writ doctrine.)'
(& discussion below.)
A

-

objection at tiial), federal habeas review of the claim may be
bamd because the procedural default constitutes "adequate
and independent state grounds" for denial of relief.')
However, a state procedural ground is uot "adequate" if it is
not "stiictly or regularly f~llowed."~'The Fifth Circuit has,
on occasion, found that a state procedural bar is not adequate
because it was not consistently applied.)"
The federal habeas court "will presume that there is no
independent and adequate ground for a state court decision
[only] when the decision 'fairly appears to rest primarily on
federal law, or to be interwoven with the federal law, and
when the adequacy and independence of any possible state
law ground is uot clear from the face of the
If
the last state court to which a federal claim is presented
ignores a potential state procedoral default and I-eaches the
nierits of the claim, a federal habeas court may also consider
the claim?'
If a procedural bar is found to constihlte an adequate and
independent state ground for denial of a petitioner's claim,
fedel-al review of the claim is barred unless the petitioner "can
demonstrate cause for the default and actual prejudice as a
I-esult of the alleged violatio~of federal law, or dcnionstrate
that failure to consider the claims will result in a fundamental
miscarriage of ju~tice."'~"Cause" excusing a procedural
default will exist where the "factual or legal basis of a claim
was not reasonably available to counsel" or "governmental
interference rendered procedural con~plianceimpracticable.")'
However, attorney errors will not constitute "cause" uriless
they rise to the level of ineffective assistance of counsel under
Because there is no
the Sixth and Fourteenth A~nendments.~
constit~~tional
right to an attorney in post-convictions proceedings, however, attorney enor in those proceedings leading to
PI-oceduraldefault ca~iuotconstitute cause.'"
Under the "filndamental miscai~iageof justice" exception
to the procedural default doctrine, procedural defanlt will be
excused even without a showing of cause, provided that the
petitioner shows that "a constitntional violation has probably
I-esulted in the conviction of one who is actually inno~ent."'~
In the context of capital cases, the Supreme Court has also
recognized that "actual innocence" of the death penalty may
also excuse procedural default, although it remains unclear
what this means, at least in the context of procedural default."

Teague v. Lane/ "New rule" doctrine

In 1989, the Supreme Court drastically changed the face of
habeas litigation when it held, in Teasue v. Lane, 489 US.
288 (1989), that, henceforward, "[u]uless they fall within an
exception to the general nde, new constitutional rules of criminal procedure will not be applicable to those cases which
have become final before the new rules are announced.""
Thus, "[ulnder Teague, new rules will not be applied or
announced in cases 011 collateral review unless they fall into
one of two exceptions."" The two very na11-owexceptions to
the Teaeue rule of nonretroactivity are (I) where the new rule
in question "places certain kinds of priniaiy, private individual co~iductbeyond the power of the criminal law-making
Procedural default/ procedural bar
authority to prosc~ibe"'~,and (2) where the new rule is among
Where a state court declines to reach the nierits of a claim, those "watershed rules of criminal procedure" "iniplicat[ing]
due to a failwe to comply with state procedural requi~wnents the fundamental fairness of the trial.""
(e.g., where a defendant fails to make a contenlporaneous
A rule is a "new rule" under Teaeue if it "breaks new
VOLUME 25 NUMBER 3 APRIL 96 VOICE

ground or imposes a new obligation on the States or the
or if it 'was not dictafed by precedent
Federal G~verntnent,"~~
existing at the time the defendant's conviction became
final.'* The Supreme Court has held that if a ~ u l is
e "snsceptible to debate among reasonable minds," it is not dictated by
precedent and is therefore a "new
Because the l & g g ~rule is not jurisdictional, "a federal
couIt may, but need not, decline to apply Teague if the State
does not argue it."51 However, "if the State does argue that
the defendant seeks the benefit of a new rnle of constitutional
law, the court must apply Teague before considering the merits of the claim:'"

Stone v. Powellr Stonewalling Fourth
Amendment claims
In Stone v. Powell, 428 U.S. 465 (1976), the Supreme
Court held that a state prisoner is not entitled to h;tbeas relief
on the basis of an unconstitutional search and seizui~if the
state has provided an opportunity of full and fair litigation of
the Fourth Amendment claim." LuckEy, however, the Couxt
has thus far declined to extend the prudential doctrine of
Stone v. Powell to other types of constitutional c1aims.5~
Furthennore, the Court has also held that the rule of
Powell does not apply to Sixth Amendment claims of ineffective assistance of counsel in the litigation of Fourth
Amendment claims."

Excessive delay: Rule 9(a)

to the petitioner to show either (1) that the
state actually is not prejudiced, or (2) that
the petitioner's delay is "based on g ~ m ~ n d s
of which he could not have had knowledge
by the exercise of reasonable diligence
before the circumstances prejudicial to the
state ~ccurred.'"~

m,

Significantly, in
the case from which this quote is
taken, the Fifth Circuit reversed a district court's summary
Rule 9(a) dismissal of a habeas petition, holding that the state
had failed to make a sufficient showing of prejudice, causation, or unreasonableness of the delay.%

FILING YOUR PETITION
If you have not been discouraged by the ahove-discussed
minefield of ways to explode your chances of a decision on
the merits, then more power to you! You are at the point of
filing your petition. Forms for 8 2254 petitions are usually
available in the office of the Clerk of the U~litedStates
~ aqplication for habeas corpus must be "in
District C ~ u r t ?An
writing signed and verified by the person for whose relief it is
intended or by someone acting in his behalf."60 Additionally,
the Rules Governing Section 2254 Cases require that "[tlhe
petition shall be typewritten or legibly handwritten and shall
be signedunder penalty of perjury by the petiti~ner."~'
The petifion must "allege the facts concerning the applicant's commitment or detention, the name of the person who
has custody over him and by virtue of what claim or authority, if
It must "specify all the grounds for relief
which are available to the petitioner and of which he has or by
fhe exercise of reasonable diligence should have knowledge
and shall set forth in summary form the facts supporting each
of the grounds thus specified."" "It shall also state the relief
req~ested."~
The petition and two conformed copies should be filed in
the office of the c l e ~ kof the district court having jurisdict i ~ n . ~At
' that fime, the petitioner will have to pay the
required filing fee, unless he applies for and is given leave to
proceed in fonna paupesis (hereafter "IFF"').." This is done
by executing an affidavit of iadigency in accordance with 28
W.S.C. 8 1915.- In IFP cases, the petitiou should also be
accompanied by a certificate from the warden or some other
appropriate person at the institution where the petitioner is
confined, certifying the amount of any funds the petitioner
The judge wrll consider
has on account at the instit~ltion.~
this certificate i n evaluating whether petitioner will be
allowed to proceed IFP.-

Finally, even a first federal petition m y be dismissed if the
petitioner has taken too long in filing i t "A petition may he
dismissed if it appeal* that the state of which the respondent
is an off~cerbas been prejudiced in its ability to respond to the
petition by delay in its filing unless the petitioner shows that it
is based on grounds a€which he could not have had h o w l edge by the exercise of reasonable diligence before the circumstance$ prejudicial to the state occuned."%
However, the state bears a heavy burden under Rule 9(a):
The burden is on the state to (1) make a
partiaclarized showing of prejudice, (2)
show that the prejudice was caused by the
petitioner having filed a late petition, and
(3) show that the petitioner has not acted
with reasonable diligence as a matter of
law. The showing of prejudice must be
based on the specific challenge raised in the
petition; mere passage of time alone is
never sufficient to constitute prejudice. The
state must show that it has been prejudiced
in its ability to twpond to the allegations in
AFTER YOUR PETITION IS FILED
the petititioner's petition; it is irrelevant that
You are not out of the woods yet - the petition may be
the state has been prejudiced in its ability
summarily dismissed "[if] it plainly appears from the face of
successfully to convict the petitioner again.
the petition and any exhibits annexed to it that the petitioner is
The prejudice must have been caused by the
petitioner's unreasonable delay in bringing
not entitled to relief in the district court ....'"' If, however,
yon pass this hurdle, the respondent (the custodian, in Texas
the petition. Finally, the petitioner's delay
represented by the Attorney General) will be o r d e ~ dto file
iin hinging the petition must have been
un~easonableas a matter of law.
an answer to the petition."
In its answer, the respondent, in addition to responding to
the allegations of the petition, must also addless the followIf the state makes its showing of these
ing: (1) whether petitioner has exhausted his state remedies;
elements, the burden of going forward shifts
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and (2) availability of transcripts of relevant p~oceedings.~ mary judgment under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56.
The respondent must attach to the answer "such portions of Under the standard of Rule 56, the court may grant summary
the transcripts as the answering party deems rele~ant."'~ judgment if, considering all the pleadings, affidavits, and
The district court, on its own motion or on motion of the other portions of the record, "there is no genuine issue of
petitioner, may order the respondent to furnish existing mate~ialfact and [ 1the moving party is entitled to judgment
transcripts or to transcribe available non-transcribed pro- as a matter of law.""
ceedings." "If a transcript is neither available nor p~ocurable, a narrative summary of the evidence may be submit- Evidentiary hearing
After the mpondent's answer to the petition and the record
ted."" The respondent must also attach to its answer a
copy of any appellate brief filed by the petitioner and any of the state court pxoceedings have been filed, the federal
habeas coult must determine whether an evidentiacy hearing
opinion by the appellate c0urt.7~
is required." In Townsend v. Sain, 372 US. 293 (1963), the
Supreme Court held that an evidentiary hearing on a claim
Litigation of the petition
was mandatory if the petitioner had alleged facts which, if
true, justified the granting of relief and one of six other cirDiscovery is available to a petitioner undes the Federal cumstances was present: (1) the nleiits of the dispute were not
Rules of Civil Floeedure, but only "if, and to the extent that, resolved at a state healing; (2) the state determination was not
the judge in the exercise of his discretion and for good cause fairly supported by the recold; (3) the fact-finding pmcedure
shown grants leave to do so, but not otherwise.'"' A petition- was inadequate; (4) there was a substantial allegation of
er's entitlement to discovery is mole fully explained in the newly discovered evidence; (5) the material facts were not
adequately developed; or (6) the petitioner was not afforded a
commentary to Rule 6:
full and fair hearing.89
However, in 1992, the Supreme Court, in a 5-4 decision,
[Wlhere specific allegations before the
significantly cut hack on the right to a federal evidentiary
court show reason to believe that the petihearing." In Keenev v. Tarnavo-Reyes, the Court held that a
tioner may, if the facts are fully developed,
petitioner 'is entitled to a n evidentiary hearing [only] if he
be able to demonstrate that he is confined
can show cause for his failu~eto develop the facts in stateillegally and is the~eforeer~titledto relief, it
court proceedings and actual prejudice resulting from that
is the duty of the court to provide the necesfaih~e.''~'If a petitionor cannot show cause and p~ejudicefor
sary facilities and p~oceduresfor an adehis failure to develop a claim in state-cou~tproceedings, he is
quate inq~iry.~'
entitled to an evidentiary hearing only "if he can show that a
Thus, "[wlhile the district court generally has discretion to fundamental miscaniage of justice would result from failure
grant or deny discovery requests under Rule 6, a court's to hold a fede~alevidentiary hearing."- This means that the
blanket denial of discovery is an abuse of discletion if dis- petitioner must show that the constitutional euor probably
covely is indispensable to a fair, rounded, development of resulted in the conviction of someone who is actually innocent of the c ~ i m e ? ~
the material fact^."'^
Even where a hearing is not mandato~y,however, the district
The judge should appoint counsel for an indigent petitioner
"[ilf necessary for effective utilization of discovery proce- court may still, in its discretion, decide to hold an evidentiary
d u r e ~ . "If~ a~ request for discovery is made, it must be hearing." If an evidentialy hearing is to be held, the petitioner
"accompanied by a statement of the interrogatories or has a statutory light to the appointment of c o ~ n s e l ? ~
requests for admission and a list of the documents, if any,
MAKING THE DECISION
sought to be produced.'"'
After the district court has received both petition and
answer, transcripts, and any materials with which it has
Expansion of the record
Under Rule 7, "the judge may direct that the record be expatided the record, and after it has held any evidentiary
expanded by the parties by the inclusion of additional materi- hearing, it is then faced with its most difficult task - making
als relevant to the determination of the merits of the the actual decision. In performing this task, however, the dispetiti~n."'~These materials "may include, without limitation, trict court is bound by a number of decisional principles.
First and foremost, the federal district court, sitting in
letters predating the f~lingof the petition in the dishict court,
documents, exhibits, and answers under oath, if so directed, to habeas, generally must give a presumption of correctness to
written interrogatories propounded by the judge."83 the written factual findings of a state court.% However, the
"Affidavits may be submitted and conside~das a part of the fede~alhabeas court need not apply the presumption of corr e ~ o r d . " Expansion
~
of the record under Rule 7 will not nee- lectness if it finds that one of eight exceptions codified in 28
U.S.C. 3 2254(d) is applicable." Moreover, the presumption
essarily render exhausted claims uuexhau~ted.~~
of correctness does not apply to questions of law or to mixed
questions of law and fact."
Summary ludgment
Second, even if the court finds a constitutional trial enor, it
Because habeas c ~ r p u sis technically a civil action and is
subject to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to the extent may only grant habeas relief if it finds that the error "had subthey do not conflict with the Rules Governing Section 2254 stantial and injurious effect or influence in determining the
s
Cases 6, either party may, during the litigation, move for sum- jury's verdict."99 (On the other hand, a "structural defect in

-
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the trial mechanism ... requires automatic reversal because [it]
infect[sl the entire trial proces~!"~) If, however, "a federal
judge in a habeas proceeding is in grave doubt about whether
a trial error of federal law had 'substantial and injurious effect
or influence in detenninining the jmy's verdict,' that error is
not harmless[, a]nd, the petitioner must win."'0' Additionally,
the federal c o w s are split on the question of whether the federal habeas court should apply the &&&
"substantial and
injurious effect" standa~d(as opposed to the "harmless
r
beyond a reasonable doubt" s t a n d a ~ dof Chapman v.
California, 386 US.18 (1967)) when: the state courts have
not made the Chapman "harmless beyond a reasonable doubt"
analysis in the fnst in~tance.'~'
If the petition is ~eferredto a magistlate judge for an evidentiary hearing andlor recommended disposition - which is
permitted under both statute and rules'" - the magistrate
will submit for filing with the district tout proposed findings
of fact and recommendations for disposition, which will then
be mailed to the ~arties.'~The parties have ten days after service of the proposed findings of fact and recommendations
within which to object to those findings and recommendstions.lO' CAUTION: At least i n the Fifth Circuit, failu e to
object to the magistrate judge's report will preclude the
petitioner from challenging the magistrate's factual fmdings on appeal except on grounds of plain error or manifest i n j u ~ t i c e ?Thus,
~
it is crocial to file timely objections to
the magistrate's report.
The district court "shall make a de novo review of those
portlons of the report or specified proposed findings to
which objection is made."'D7 Again, however, the phrase "to
which objection is made" is crucial: some case law suggests
that failure to object may preclude de novo review by the
district court.108 The dist~ictc o u t "may accept, reject, or
modify in whole or in part any findings or recommendation
by the magistrate."lm

AFTER THE DECISION I S MADE

....

~~~
After an unfavomble decision has been rende~d,the petitioner has available to him the full panoply of post-decision
motions under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. These
include: (1) a motion for new trial or amendment of the jodgmentlIO;(2) anlotion for alteration or amendment of the judg-
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ment"'; (3) a motion for amendment of findings"'; or (4) a
motion for relief from judgment."' Motions under Rules
59(a) and 59(b) must be served, and motions under Rule 52(b)
must be made, not later than 10 days after entry of judgment."' Timely filed motions under Rules 52(bJ, 59(a), or
59(e) toll the time for filing a notice of appeal, as does a
motion for relief fmm judgment under Rule 60(b)served within 10 days after the entry ~ f j u d ~ m e o t . " ~

Appeal
Any appeal must be filed within 30 days after the later of
(I) entry of judgment; 01(2) the denial of the last tolling postjudgment m~tion."~(& discussioo above.) However, no
appeal may be taken u~llessthe judge who rendered the order
denying relief, or a circuit justice or judge, issues a certificate
of probable cause (he~eafterL'CPC").117
To obtain a CPC, a petitioner must make a "substantial
showing of the denial of [a] fede~alright.""' "[IJn order to
make a substantial showing of the denial of a federal right a
t
petitioner who has been denied relief in a district c o u ~must
demonstrate that the issues are debatable among jurists of leason; that a coitrt could ~esolvethe issues [in a different manner]; or that the questions are adequate to dese~veencouragement to proceed f~rther.""~
If the district court denies a CPC, then you may apply to the
Court of Appeals for a CPC.'20 In the Fifth Circuit, the application for a CPC will often be decided by a single judge.'21
However, if that single judge denies the CPC, you may apply
for ~ecansideration"by the ~ourt,"'~'although it is unclear
whether this means ~econsiderationby the same judge, a different judge, or a three-judge panel.

TAKING THE BUCKET TO THE WELL AGAIN:
Second or successive petitions
If you thought the outlook was dismal for a first fede~al
petition, you will be even more dismayed to Learn that the
chances of having a second or subsequent federal habeas petition considered on the merits are far slimmer than for the f i ~ s t
petition. Successive petitions (raising a claim again after it
has bee11 raised in a previous petition) and abusive petitions
("abusing the writ" by including claims which could have
been raised in a p~eviouspetition) are governed by Rule 9(b),
which prov~dcs:"A second or successive petition may be dismissed if the judge finds that it fails to allege new or different
grounds for relief and the prior deterrnination was on the merits or, if new and different grounds are alleged, the judge finds
that the fa~lureof the petitioner to assert those grounds in a
prior petition constituted an abuse of the writ."'23
It is the state's burden to plead abuse of the writ, and it
"satisfies this burden if, with clarity and particuiaiity, it notes
petitioner's prior writ history, identifies the claims that appear
for the first time, and alleges that petitioner has abused the
wit."'" If the state satisfies its buden of showing abuse of
the writ, then the burden shifts to the petitioner to show cause
for his failure to raise the claim in as earlier petition and p~ejudice
"Cause" and "prejudice" in this context
bear the same meaning as in the context of the eases discussiagprocedural default.lz6
A federal habeas court may, in limited circumstances, still
reach a successive or abusive claim even in the absence of a

@

showing of cause and prejudice, if "the ends of justice" so
require, because a "fundamentalmiscardage of justice" would
result from failure to review the ~laim.'~'The "ends of justice'T'fundamental miscarriage of justice" exception requires
the successive or abusive petitioner to supplement his claim
with a colorable showing of factual innocence; that is, he
must show that he is probably factually innocent of the crime
of which he is accused -or, put another way, that the wnstitutional violation complained ofp~obablyiesulted in the conviction of one innocent of the
In the capital context, the Supreme Court has extended the
"actual innocence" concept to encompass the successive or
abusive claim of one who is "actually innocent" of the death
penalty, i.e., one who would not h w e been sentenced to death
but for the constitutional violation complained of.'Z9 To
invoke this exception, however, the petitioner must demonstrate "by clear and convincing evidence that but for a constitutional error, no reasonable juror would have found the petitioner eligible for the death penalty under the applicable state
law."" This "actual innocence" requirement "must focus on
those elements which reader a defendant eligible for the death
penalty, and not on additional mitigating evidence which was
prevented from being introduced as a result oFa claimed constitutional err~r."'~'

CONCLUSION
While the law of federal habeas corpus has become increaingly complex, and it has become increasingly difficult to
secure federal habeas corpus ivlief, federal habeas corpus still
remains a valuable tool for the practitioner in attempting to
secure the liberty of his client. In many case& it remains the
last resort of one who has been unjustly convicted or sentenced. While it is seldom invoked, it truly remains "the
Great W~it." You should not hesitate to use it in your arsenal
of tools to assist vour clients.
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Convicting
The Innocent
By James McCloskey

0

n most occasions

when it has been

discovered that the

wrong person was convicted

for another's crime, the local
law enforcement community,
if it has commented at all, has
assured the public that such
instances are indeed rare and
isolated aberrations of a criminal justice system that bats
nearly 1,000 percent in convicting the guilty and acquitting the innocent. And this
view is shared, I think, not
only by the vast majority of
the public but also by almost
all of the professionals
(lawyers and judges) whose
work comes together to produce the results.

I realize that I am a voice c~yingin the wilderness, but I believe that the innocent are convicted fw more frequently than the public cares to believe, and far
more frequently than those who opelate the system dare to believe. An innocent
person in p~ison,iu my view, is about as rale as a pigeon in the park. The p~irnary
pulpuse of this article is to delineate why and how I have come to believe that this
phenomenon of the "convicted innocent" is so alarmingly widespread in the
United States. Although no one has any real idea of what proportion it has
reached, it is my perception that at least 10 percent of those convicted of serious
and violent crimes are completely innocent. Those whose business it is to convict
or to defend would more than likely concede to such mistakes occuning in only 1
per cent of cases, if that. Rega~dlessof where the reader places his estimate, these
percentages, when converted into absolute numbers, tell us that thousands and
even tens of thousands of iunocent peoplelanguish in prisons across the nation.
Allow me to outline briefly the ground of experience on which I stand and
speak. For the past eight years I have been working full time on behalf of the
To date, the nonprofit o~ganizationI founded to do this walk
innocent in p~isoi~.
has freed and vindicated three innocent lifeis in New Jersey. Another, on Texas's
death row, has been declared "innocent" by a specially appointed evidentiary
hearing judge, who has recommended a new t ~ i a lto Texas's highest court.
Currently we are working on ten cases across the country (New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, Louisiana, Texas and California). We have received well
over 1,000 requests for assistance and have developed extensive files on more
than 500 of these requests, which come to us daily from every state of the nation
fiom those who have been convicted, or from their advocates, proclaiming their
innocence. We serve as active advisors on many of those cases.
Besides berng innocent and saving life or death senteuces, our beneficiaries
have lost their legal appeals. Their fseedon~can be seclued only by developing
new evidence sufficient to earn a retrial. This uew evidence must materially
demonstrate either that the pelson is uot guilty or that the key state witnesses lied
in critical areas of their testimony. We are not lawye~sWe are concerned only
with whetherthe person is in fact completely uot guilty in that he or she had uothing whatsoever to do with the clime. When we enter the case it is usually five to
fifteen years after the conviction. Our sole focus is to reexamine the factual foundatiou of the conviction-to conduct an exhaustive investigatio~~
of the cast of
characters and the circmnstances in the case, however long that might take.
We find and interview as often as uecessary anyone who has knowledge about
the case and/or the people who are related to the case. We search for documentation and employ whatever forensic scientific tests ale available that in any way
shed light on, point to, or establish the tsuth of the matter. While developing this
new information, we ~etainand work with the most si~itableattolney in seeking
e disburse whatever funds ale required
judicial relief for our clients. We ~ a i s and
to meet the legal, iuvestigative, and administrative costs of seeking justice for
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This article originally tan in the December, 1989 issue of
VOICE for the Defense, but remains topical, and is being ~e-p~inted
in this issue
as a response to the letter from Andr~aSchwiegel of Viterbo, Italy, discussed in
this month's In and Around Texas column on page 8.)
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these otherwise forgotten and forsaken souls buried in our
prisons aU across the laud.

Appellate Relief for the Convicted Innocent
As all lawyers and jurists know, but most lay people do not,
innocence or guilt is inelevant when seeking redress in the
appellate courts. As the noted attorney F. Lee Bailey observed,
"Appellate courts have only one function, and that is to comet
legal mistakes of a serious nature made by a judge at a lower
level. Should a jury have erred by believing a lying witness, or
by drawing an attractive but misleading inference, there is nothing to appeal." So, if the imprisoned innocent person is unable
to persuade the appellate judges of any legal eirrrs at trial, and
generally he cannot, even though he suffered the ultimate trial
error, he has no recourse. Nothing can he done legally to fiee
him unless new evidence somehow surfaces that impeaches the
validity of the conviction. Commonly, the incarcemted inmcent are lubber-stamped into oblivion throughout the appeals
process, both at the state and at the federal level.
So where does that leave the innocent pelson once he is
convicted? Dead in the water, that's where! He is screaming
his head off that he is innocent, but no one believes him.One
of o w beneficiaries standing before his sentencing judge told
him, "Your Honor. . . I will eat a stone, I will eat dust, I will
eat anything worse in the world for me to prove my innocence. I am not the man. I am innocent. I am not the man."
The jury didn't believe him. The judge didn't. Certainly the
prosecutor didn't, and more important than all of these put
together, neither did his trial attolney nor his appellate lawyer.
And so it goes for the convicted innocent. Their cries of innocence will forever fall on deaf ears and cynical minds.
Once he is convicted, no one in whose hands his life is
placed (his lawyer and the appellate judges) either believes
him or is concerned about his innocence or guilt. It is no
longer an issue of relevance. The only question remaining that
is important or material is whether he "legally" received afair
trial, not whether the trial yielded a result that was factually
accurate. Appellate attorneys are not expected to, nor do they
have the time, inclination, and resources to, initiate an investigation designed to unearth new evidence that goes to the
question of a false conviction. Such an effort is simply
beyond the scope of their thinking and beyond the realm of
their professional lmponsibility. It is a rare attoiney indeed
who would dale go befole any Americau appellate coult aud
attempt to win a retrial for his client based on his innocence.
That's like asking an actor in a Shakespearian tragedy to go
on stage and pretend it's a comedy. It is simply not done.

Causes of Wrongful Conviction
But enough of this post-conviction appellate talk. That's
putting the cart before the horse. Let's return to the trial and
discuss those elements that commonly combine to convict the
innocent. Let me state at the outset that each of these ing~edients is systemic and not peculiar to one part of the country or
one type of case. We see these dements as constant themes or
patterns infolming the w e s that cims our desks. They are the
seeds that sow wrongful convictions. After one has reflected on
than individually and as a whole, it becomes readly apparent,
I thinlr, how easy it is and how real the putential is in every
courthouse in America for wronghl convictions to take place.

(a) Presunrptioit of Griilt The first factor I would like to
consider is the "presumption-of-innocence" principle.
Although we would all like to believe that a defendant is truly
considered innocent by those who repisent and judge him,
this is just not so. Once accusations have matured tluough the
system to the point at which the accused is actually blought to
trial, is it not the tendency of human nature to suspect deep
down or even believe that the defendant probably did it? Most
people are inclined to believe that where there is smoke, there
is fire. This applies to professional and lay people alike albeit
for different reasons perhaps.
The innate inclinations of the average American law-abiding citizen whose jury experience is that person's first expos u ~ to
e the criminal justice systemis to think that law enforcement people have earnestly investigated the case and surely
would not bring some one to trial unless they had hona fide
evidence against the person. That is a strong barrier and a
heavy burden for the defense to overcome. And how about
judges and defense lawyeis? These professionals, like members of any profession, have a natural tendency to become
somewhat cynical and callous with time. After all, isn't it tme
that the great majority of the defendants who have paraded
before them in the past have been guilty? Why should this
case be any different? As far as defense attorneys are concerned, if they really believe in their clients' inuocence, why
is it [hat hi so many insta~~ces
they are quick to urge them to
take a plea for a lesser sentence than they would get with a
trial conviction? So, by the time a person is in the trial docket,
the system (including the media) has already taruished him
with its tnultitude of prejudices, which, of course, would all
be denied by those who entertain such prejudices.
(b) Perjuiy by Police Another reason for widesp~eadperversions of justice is the pervasiveness of perjury. The recent
District Attorney of Philadelphia once said, "In almost any
factual hearing or trial, someone is committing perjury; and if
we investigate all of those things, literally we would be doing
nothing but prosecuting perju~ycases." If he is guilty, the
defendant and his supporters would lie to save his skin and
keep him from going to prison. That is assumed and even
expected by the j u q and the judge. But what would surprise
and even shock most j u ~ ymembers is the extent to which
police officers lie on the stand to reinforce the plosecution
and not jeopardize their own standing within their own palticular law enforcement community. The words of one twentyfive-year veteran senior officer of a noithern New Jersoy
police f o m still ling in my ears: 'They [the defense] lie, so
we [police] lie. I don't know one of my fellow officers who
hasn't lied under oath." Not too long ago a p~ominentNew
York judge, when asked if perjury by police was a pmblem,
responded, "Oh, sure, cops often lie on the stand."
(c) False Wititesses for the P~vsecutionWhat is more, not
only do law office~sfrequently lie, but the primruy witnesses
for the prosecution often conunit perjuiy for the state, and do so
under the subtle guidance of the plosecutor. Inveterately, common criminals who are in deep trouble then~selveswith the
same psososecnto~soffice or local police authority are employed
as star state witnesses. In ex change fox their false testimony,
their own chages are dismissed, or they are given noncustodial
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or greatly reduced prison sentences. In other words a secllet
deal is stmck whereby the witness is paid for his fabricated testimony with that most precious of all commodities - freedom!
Such witnesses are usually brought forward by the state to
say either that the defendant confessed the crime to them or
that they saw the defendant near the crime scene shortly
before it happened, or they saw him flee the scene of the
crime as it was occurring. If I have seen one, I have seen a
hundred ')ailhouse confessions spring open the p~isondoors
for the witness who will tell a jury on behalf of the state that
the defendant confessed the crime to him while they shared
the same cell or tier. When the state needs important help, it
goes to its bullpen, the local county jail, and brings in oue of
the many ace relievers housed there to put out the fire. As
several of these "jail house priests" have told me, "It's a matter of survival: either I go away or he [the defendant] goes
away, and I'm not goin'." Jailhouse confessions are a total
perversion of the truth-seeking process. Amazingly enough,
they are a highly effective prosecutorial means to a conviction. Part and parcel of a jailhouse confession is the witness
lying to the jury when he assures them that he expects nothing
in return for his testimony, that he is willing to swallow whatever pill he must for his own crimes.

to intense pressure from the prosecutor's investigator. Since
this "eyewitness" was from Trujillo's Dominican Republic
police state, his innate fear of the police made him vulnerable
to such police coercion.
Or how about the Wingo case in white, rural northwestern
Louisiana? Wingo's common-law wife came forward on the
eve of his execution and admitted that she had lied at his trial
five years earlier because the deputy sheriff had threatened to
put her in jail and forever separate her from her children
l
he wauted her to say.
unless she regurgitated at t ~ i awhat
And in the Terry McCracken case in the suburbs of
Philadelphia, a fellow high school student of the caucasian
McCracken testified that he saw McCracken flee the convenience store moments after a customer was shot to death during the course of a robbery. The teenager was induced to
manufacture this false eyewitness account after three visits to
the police station. Among the evidence that vindicates
McCracken are the confessions by the real robberikillers. So,
you see, it not only can happen anywhere, it does happen
everywhere; and it does happen to all different people, regardless of race and background.
Another common trait of wrongful convictions is the prosecutor's habit of suppl-essingor withholding evidence which he
is obliged to provide to the defendant in the interests of justice
(d) Pmsecuto~ialMisconduct The right decision by a jury and fairness. Clarence Darrow was right when he said, "A
depends largely on prosecutorial integrity and proper use of courtroo~nis not aplace where truth and innocence inevitably
prosecutorial power. If law enforcement officers, in their zeal triuniph; it is only an arena where contending lawyers fight
to win and convict, manipulate or intimidate witnesses into not for justice but to win." And so many times this hidden
false testimony, or suppress evideuce that impeaches the pros- information is not only "favorable" to the defendant but it
ecution's own witnesses or even goes to the defendant's inno- clears him. In Philadelphia's Miguel Rivera case the district
cence, then the chances of an accurate jury verdict are greatly attorney with held the fact that two shopkeepers had seen the
diminished. Sadly, we see this far too often. It is frightening defendant outside their shop when the art museum murder
how easily people respond to pressure or threats of trouble by was actually in progress. And in the Gordon Marsh case near
the autho~itiesof the law. Our insecurities and fears as well as Baltimore, Maryland, the state failed to tell the defendant that
our desires to please those who can punish us allow all of us its maiu witness against him was in jail when she said she saw
to be far more malleable than we like to think.
him ~unningfrom the murder scene. One has to wonder what
Few of us have the inner strength we think we have to resist the primary objective of prosecutors is. Is it to convict, regard
such overreaclung by the law. This applies to maillline citi- less of the factual truth, or is it to pursue justice?
ze1u.y as well as to those living on the margins. However, the
The prosecution is the "house" in the criminal justice sysunderclasses are particularly vulnerable and susceptible to tem's game of poker. The cards are his, and he deals them. He
police pressure because they are powerless; and both they and decides whom and what to charge for crimes, and if there will
the police know it. A few examples will illustrate.
be a trial or whether a plea is acceptable. He dominates.
In 1981 thcee white high scbool janiton were threatened by Unfortunately, his power is virtually unchecked because he is
the Texas Range13 into testifying that they had seen Clarence practically immune from punishment for offenses, no matter
Brandley, their black custodial supervisor, walking into the how flagrant or miscreant. According to many state and federrestroom area of the high school whe~ethe victim had entered al courts, prosecutorial misbehaviors occur with "disturbing
only minutes before she had disappeared. Brandley was convict- frequency.'' When the "house" cheats, the innocent lose.
ed and sentenced to death based on the infe~entialtestimony that Lamentably, we see prosecutors thloughout the nation continsince he was the last person seen near her, then he must have ually violating the standards set for them by the U S . Supreme
killed her. Eight years later Brandley was exonerated by the Court in 1935 when it said that "the prosecutor's interest in a
judge who conducted his evideutiay heruing when one of these criminal prosecution is not that it sball win a case, but that
jauitors came fo~wardaud told how they had lied in implicating justice shall be done.... He is in a peculiar and very definite
Brandley because of coercion by the investigating law officer.
sense the sewaut of the law, the twofold ann of which is that
On the eve of the Rene Santana trial in Newark, New guilt sball not escape or innocence suffer.... While he may
Jersey, wbich was a year and a half after the crime, the prose- strike hard blows, he is not at liberty to stlike foul ones. It is
cutors produced a surprise "eyewitness" who said he saw Mr. as much his duty to refrain from improper methods calculated
Santana flee the scene of the crime. A decade later that same to produce a wrongful conviction as it is use evely legitimate
witness visited Mr. Santana at New Jersey's Rahway State means to bring about a just one."
Prison and asked for his forgiveness after admittiug to him
It is human nature to I-esist any infonnation that indicates
that he had concocted the "eyewitness" testimony in response that we have made a grievous mistake. This is particularly
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true of prosecutors when presented with new evidence thar
impeaches a conviction and goes to the innocence of a person
convicted by their office at a prior time, whether it occurred
four months or forty years before. Not only are they coldly
unresponsive to such indications but they quickly act to suppress or stamp them out. New evidence usually comes in the
form of a state witness who, plagued with a guilty conscience,
admits that he had lied at the trial; or from a person completely new to the case who comes forward with his exculpatory
knowledge. Without exception, in my experience, the prosecutor's office will treat that person with total contempt in its
usually successful attempt to force the person to retreat into
silence. If that doesn't wo~k,it will dismiss such testimony as
somehow undeserving of any credibility and blithely ignore it.
This prosecutorial impishness reminds me of a little boy holding his hands to his ears on hearing an unpleasant sound.
The Joyce Ann Brown case is a poignant iUustration of this
kind of prosecutorial posturing. One year after Joyce's 1980
conviction for being one of two black women who had robbed
a Dallas, Texas furrier and killed one of the proprietors, the
admitted shooter was captured and pleaded guilty while accepting a life sentence. She also told her attorney that the district
attoruey bad convicted the wrong woman (Joyce Brown) as her
partner in the crime. She had never known or even heard of that
Joyce Brown. With the district attomey fighting her with all of
his might, Joyce sits in prison to this day tlying to win a letrial
as we try to develop new evidence on her behalf.
(e) Shoddy Police Work The police work of investigating
crimes, when done correctly and thoroughly, is in deed a
noble profession. Law and order are essential to a cohesive
and just society. Because police work is fraught with so many
different kinds of pressures, it is rather easy for an investigation to go awry. The high volume of vioIent crime plagues
every urban police department. Skilled detectives we few, and
their caseloads are over whelming. The "burnout" syndrome
is a well-docun~ented reality within police ranks.
Interdepartmental politics and the bureaucracy stifle initiative
and energy. The pressure to "solve" a case is intensely felt by
the line detective and comes both from his superiors and the
co~mnunityand from his own ambitious need for recognition
and advancement. If today's climate of "burn or bury" them
puts more pressure on the detective to resolve, it also gives
him more license to do so by whatever means.
Too often, as a result of the above factors, police officers
take the easy way out. Ouce they come to suspect someone as
the culprit, and this often occurs early within the investigation
and is based on rather flimsy circumstantial information, then
the investigation blindly focuses in on that adopted "target."
Crucial pieces of evidence are overlooked and disregarded.
Some witnesses are not interviewed who should be, while 0thers are seduced or coerced into telling the police what they
want to hear. Evidence or information that does not fit the suspect or the prevailing theory of the crime is dismissed as not
mate~ialor is changed to implicate the suspect. Good old-fashioned legwork is replaced by expediency and shortcuts.
Coercive confessions are extracted and solid leads are ignored.
Before too long, momentum has gathered, and the "project"
now is to put it on the suspect. Any information that points to
the suspect, no matter how spurionsly secured, is somehow

obtained; and anything that points away from him is ridiculed
and twisted into nothingness. The task is made much easier if
the suspect has a police record because he should he "taken
off the streets" anyhow. That kind of person is not only a
prime suspect but also a prime scapegoat. An example of this
is Clarence Brandley, who was mentioned earlier. He was
arrested in late August four days after the crime and on the
weekend before school was to begin. The high school where
the rape and murder took place was flooded with telephone
calls by scared parents who refused to send their children to
school until the murderer was caught. The arrest of Brandley
calmed the community, and school started as scheduled. It
was after Brandley's m e s t that the investigation then spent
five hundred houvs building the case against him.

(0 fi~corrrpetererttDefer2se Counsel The wrongly convicted
invaiably find themselves between the rock of police/prosecutorial misconduct and the hard place of an incompetent and
irresponsible defense attorney. While the correct decision by a
jury hinges on a fair prosecution, it also depends on dedicated
and skilled defendant lawyering. And there is such a paucity of
the latter. Not only are there very few highly competent
defense lawyers but there are very few criminal defense
lawyers, peiiod. They are rapidly be coming an extinct species.
The current Attorney General of New Jersey not too long
ago told the New Jersey State Bar Association that finding
quality private defense attorneys "may be the most crying
need that we have." He also told this same assemblage that
unless there is an adequate number of well-trained private
defense lawyers, there will be little hope for justice. Of the
30,000 lawye~sin New Jersey, the number of those doing primarily criminal defense work is only in the hundreds. At this
same conference the First Assistant Attorney General pointed
out that 85 percent of New Jersey's criminal cases are handled by the public defender system; and he wondered if there
would be a private defense bar by the year 2000.
This means, of course, that 85 per cent of those charged
with a crime can not afford an attorney, so they are forced to
use the public defender system. As competent as New York's
full time salaried public defenders generally are, their
resources (budget and people) are vastly inadequate and are
dwarfed by those of their adversaries (the local prosecutor's
office). Moreover, they are so overwhehed by the sheer volume of caseload that no defender can give quality attention to
ally one of his cases, let alone all of them. So, in response to
this shortage, public defender cases are farmed out to
"pooled" attorueys, who are paid a pittance relative to what
they earn from other clients who retain them privately. The
experience of these pooled attorneys in criminal matters is
often limited and scanty. In addition, they do not bring to their
newfound indigent client the desired level of heart and enthusiasm for their cases. All of these conditions leave the defendant with an attorney somewhat lacking in will, effort,
resources, and experience. Thus, the defendant goes to trial
with two strikes against him.
What we have discovered as a common theme among those
whose cases we have studied from all over the country is that
their trial attorney, whether from the public domain or privately retained, undertakes his work with an appalling lack of
assiduity. Communication with the defendant is almost
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nonexistent. When it does take place, it is cal~iedon in a hurried, callous, and disn~issivemanner. Attempts at discovery
ate made perfunctorily. Prosecuto~sate not pressured for this
material. Investigation is shallow and narrow, if conducted at
aI1. Preparation meets minimal standarb. And advocacy at
trial is weak. Cross-examination is superficial and tentative.
Physical evidence is left untested, and forensic experts are
not called to rebut whatever scientific evidence the state introduces through its criminalists. I cannot help thinking of the
Nate Walker case, where, at Nate's 1976 trial for rape and
kidnapping, the doctor who examined the victim the night of
her oideal testified that he found semen in her vaginal cavity.
Walker's privately retained attorney had no questions for the
doctor when it came time for cross examination, nor did he
even ask anyone to test the vaginal semen for blood type.
Twelve years later, that test was perfomed at our request, and
Walker was exonerated and immediately freed.
This is not to say, however, that we have not encountered
some outstanding examples of vigorous and thorough defense
lawyering that left no stones uutumed. What a rare but inspiring sight! We could not do our work without the critically
important services of the ext~emelyable and dedicated attorneys with whom we team up. If only the preponderance of
attorneys would heed the admonition of Herbert Stem, a former US. Attorney and US. District Court judge in Newark,
New Jersey, when he addressed a new crop of attorneys who
had just been sworn in. He told them that they were free to
choose their own clients. "But," he continued, "once that
choice is made, once a representation is undertaken, then that
responsibility is as sacred to us as the one assumed by a surgeon in the operating room. Youmust be as committed and as
selfless as any surgeon." He further challenged them to "be an
advocate. Repleseut your clients-all of them-fearlessly,
diligently, unflinchingly.... Withhold no proper legal assistance from any client. And when you do that, you thereby presefve, protect, and defend the Constitution of the United
States, just as you have this day swoln to."
(g) Nntwe of Convicting Evidence The unschooled public
largely and erroneously believes that convictions are mostly
obtained through the use of one form of tangible evidence or
another. This naive impression is shaped by watching too
many TV shows like Peny Mason or Matlock. The reality is
that in most criminal trials the verdict more often than not
hinges on whose witnesses-the state's or defendant's-the
jury chooses to believe. It boils down to amatter of cldhility.
There is no "snloking gun" scientific evidence that clearly
points to the defendant. This puts an extremely heavy burden
on the ju~y.It must somehow ferret out and piece together the
truth from substantially inconsistent and contradictory testimony between and within each side. The j u y is forced to make
one subjective call after another in deciding whom to believe
and what inferences to dmw fiom conflicting statements.
For example, how can a jury accept a victim's positive
identification at trial of the defendant as her assailant when
she had previously described her attacker in physical terms
that were very different from the actual physical characteristics of the defendant, or when the defense has presented documented in formation that precludes the defendant from being
the assanltei? Several cases come to mind. Boy was convicted
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of robbing a convenience store in Georgia. The clerk initially
told the police that since she was 5 feet 3 inches, was standing
on a 3-inch platform, and had d i i c t eye contact with the rohher, he must have been about 5 feet 6 inches tall. Boy is 6 feel
5 inches tall. Four teenage girls identified Russell Burton as
their rapist on a particular day in Arkansas. Burton introduced
evidence that on that day his penis was badly blistered from
an opelation two days before for removal of a wart. And a
Virginia woman was certain that Edward Honaker was her
rapist even though her iapist had left semen within her, and
Honaker had had a vasectomy well in advance of the assault.
Criminal prosecutions that primarily or exclusively depend
on the victim's identification of the defendant as the perpetrator must he viewed with some skepticism unless solid comborating evideuce is also introduced. Traumatized by a c ~ h as
e
it occurs, the victim frequently is looking but not seeing.
Victims are extremely vulnerable and can easily be led by the
police, through unduly suggestive techniques, into identifyi~~g
a particular person. The victim in Nate Walkel's case, for
example, was with her abductorlrapist for two and a half hours
with ample opportunity to clearly view him. She told the jury
without hesitation eighteen months later that "he's the man."
Nate had an ironclad alibi. The jury stmggled for several days
but in the end came in with a guilty verdict. As ~neutionedearlier, he was scientifically vindicated twelve years later.
When juries are confronted with a choice between a victim's ringing decla~ationthat "that's the man" and solid evidence that "it couldn't be him," they usually cast their lot with
the victim. I suggest that this can be a very dangerous teudency and practice. And this is particularly so when identification
c~ossesracial h e s , that is, when a white victim says it was
that black person. Future juro~sshould be aware that identifications can be very unreliable forms of evidence.
Another type of evidence that can be misleading and eveu
confusing to jurors is that offered by laboratory scientists.
Results of laboratory tests that are p~esentedby the forensic
scientists arenot always what they appear to be, although they
strongly influence jury decisions. A recent New York Times
article pointed out that t t ~ e is~ at "growing concem about the
professionalism and impartiality of the laboratory scientists
whose testimony in court can often mean conviction or
acquittal." This adicte vient on to say that the work of forellsic technicians in poIice crime laborato~iesis plagued by
uneven training and questionable objectivity.
We share this mounling concem be cause we see instance
after instance where the prosecutor's crime laboratory experts
cross the line from science to advocacy. They exaggerate the
results of their analysis of
fibers, blood, or semen in
such a manuer that it is absolutely devastating to the defendant. To put the defendants at a further disadvantage, the
defense attorneys do not educate themselves in the forensic
science in question, and the~tforeconduct a weak cross-examination. Also, in marly cases, the defense does not call in its
own forensic experts, whose testimony in numeious instances
could severely damage the state's scientific analysis.
One case profoundly reflects this common cause of numaous unjust convictions. Roger Coleman sits on Virginia's
death row today primarily be cause the Commonwealth's
Bureau of Forensic Science expert testified that the two foreign pubic ham found on the m u ~ d e ~ evictim
d
were "consis-
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tent" with Mr. Coleman's, and that it was "unlikely" that
these hairs came from some one other than m. Coleman. The
defense offered nothing in rebuttal, so this testimony stood
unchallenged. In a post-conviction hearing Mr. Coleman's
new lawyer introduced the testimony of a forensic hair specialist who had twenty-five years of experience with the
F.B.I. He testified that "it is imploper to conclude that it is
likely that hairs came from a paticular person simply because
they are consistent with that person's hair because hails
belonging to different people ace often consistent with each
other, especially pubic hairs."
Another problem that we continually observe withill the
realm of fo~ensicevidence is the phenomenon of lost and
untested physical evidence. Often, especially in cases up to
the early 1980s, the specimens that have the potential to
exclude the defendant have not been tested and eventually get
misplaced. At best this is gross negligence on the part of both
the police technician and the defense attorney in not enwing
that the tests be done.

Conclusion
We agree with a past president of the New Jersey Division
of the Association of Trial Lawyers of America who said that
"juries are strange creatures. Even after taking part in many,
many trials, I still find them to be unpredictable. The jury
system isn't perfect, but it does represent the hest system to
mete out justice. They're right in their decisions more often
than not." Remember when I quoted a former District
Attorney who said that "in almost any factual hearing or hial
someone is committing perjury." So, a wide margin of error
exists when earnest but all too fallible juries are only right
"more often than not" and when trial testimony is so frequently and pervasively perjurious. My contention is that at
least 10 perceut of those convicted for serious, violent crimes
are incorrectly convicted because some combination of the
tl-ial infirmities described in this article results in mistaken
jury determinations.
Everyone will aglEe that the system is not perfect, but the
real question is this: To what extent do its imperfections preuail? I contend that for all the reasons detailed above the system is a far leakier cistern than any amoug us has ever imagined. Untold numbers of innocents have tumbled into the dark
pit of prison. Some of them have eventually gained their freedom, but a majority iemain buried in prison, completely forsaken and forgotten by the outside world.
Other than my own wholly inadequate organization, no person or agency, private or public, exists anywhere that works
full time and serves exclusively as an advocate and arm for
the iunncent in prison. The body of justice that has evolved
over the centuries has many members. But not one part that
functions within this whole has been created or is properly
equipped specifically to secure the freedom of the incarcerated innocent.

*

Janres McCloskey is the President and Founder of
Centurion Ministiies, 32 Nassau St., 3rd Floor, Princeton, NJ
08542, a civil rights organization which investigates and
assists imnates who are believed to be innocent of the climes
for which thev have been convicted.
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The Winning
B eginning

T

his paper will
be mercifully

short. It is

not its purpose to

spend energy on the
law of opening statements. Rather, we
need to understand
some of the techniques of a winning
beginning.

If there is nothing else that comes from
this short learning session on opening statements, it must be that the opening is the
*tory of your case. The technique for delivBy Willimn P. Allison
erina the storv of vour case is. not sumisingly, storytelling. It is amazing to sit in
courtrooms and listen to lawyers open to juries. How stilted the language is. It is
filled with tortured phrases like, "the evidence will show. . ."or". . . and then the
defense will then call to the stand. . ."or "it is our contention that. ." More
often than not, fhe lawyer uses about three or four of these favorites and then
wntinues to repeat them throughout the opening statement. The result from a
juror's point of view is that the advocate standing in front of them is trying to
sound like what he or she thinks a Iawyer ought to sound like. They immediately
recognize that they way the lawyer talks to them is not the way they talk or the
way anyone they know talks. It usually comes out as boring, condescending,
repetitive, and just not listenable. If they aren't listening, you're not winning.
But what if there was another choice What if you did not have to stand up
before a group of people you do not know and make a fool of yourself by imitating a bad lawyer doing a bad job. What if you could stand hefore the jury and tell
them a fascinating story, one that had a beginning and an end, one that had
heroes and villains, good guys and bad guys. What if wheu it was over they
were ready to vote for you. Well, it can happen -and it can happen the very
next time you set foot in front of a jury. Just relax a little, forget you are a
lawyer, ttry to remember when you were once a legitimate member of the human
race andlet's reconstruct the art of storytelling, and the art of winning.

-
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PREPARATION
We've talked a little about what opening statement is and how to do it. How do
you get there? The traditional way of preparing for trial is stifl the best way prepare backwards. First, the jury charge, next, the final argument, then the evidence, opening statement and fmaUy, jury wir dire. This still makes sense. It is
hard to get to the end of the trial where the charge and argument are, if you don't
know where you are going. By defining the endimg first, you always have your
goals in mind. The more experience you have, the more all of these stages of
preparation tend to run together. However, if you are new to the game of trial law,
do it by the book - do it backwards! Make your trial notebook with at least
these five parts in it. After being retained, talking with your client, getting a copy
of the charging instrument and maybe, having a conversation with the pmsecutor,
you are ready to build the notebook. The fust thing that goes in is the charge to
the jury with all the defenses and justifications that may be relevant to your case
When you start the process of getting ready for trial, create a file For opening
statement. This can be a paper file or a computer file if you are computer agile. You
need to be able to get to this file quickly and easily so you oan put things in it. What
things? The thoughts you have at various times of the day or night that you catch as
they come tumbling out of your head. That means that you must devise a system of
catching these thought$. Some of us are disciplined to always cany our calendar
around with us. Others always have some ofher method of taking notes. Simply
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sticking a notepad and penin your pocket is sufficient if you train
youlself to take it out and write down your thoughts. You need to
be able to get to it while you we cooking, changing the baby's
diaper or taking a bath. Your note taker must be at hand while
yon are waiting for a plane, in a taxi, at the hotel or even at dinner. You must have a system of catching your thoughts or you
will lose them. As you catch these thoughts you write them down
and they g o into your opening statement file. Don't give a
thought to order at this point.

WRITE IT OUT
Now you are at the point in your preparation where you are
beginning to actually set aside time to work on your opening statement. How do you actually do it? It's done by committiug a trial
heresy - you write it out? You can use a coniputer or do it in
long hand, but if you are going to win in opening you need to
write it out. This is quite different from sayiug you get to read it to
the jury. You don't. The exercise of writing out the story of the
case lets you see it develop. It lets you put your hands on it and
mold it into thebest sto~y.It tells you immediately when your sentences are too long and when you have used big words when little
ones work better. It lets you recognize "legalize," so yon can get
rid of it. W~itingout the story lets you do aU of this while you
learn the ebb and flow of the story of your case, wl~ileyou add
and subtract facts to make the more compelling parts of the stoiy
last longer and shorten that which is boring or not in your favor.
t
that writing out your opening
Maybe the most h p o ~ t a n thing
statement does it to make you take the time needed to do it right.
The fnst sentence and last sentence of your opeuing are critical. This follows the ~ulesof primacy and recency - i.e., the
first and last thing you say are the most important. Good trial
lawyers know that you want to start your opening statement with
a good line, one that hooks the jury. Those lawyers will spend a
lot of time thinking of what to open with. (One essential part of
this first sentence is a deep breath, a pailse, and a centering of
yourself in front of the jury.) Equally as important is how you
end your openiug statement. Again, spend whatever time it takes
to find the good ending. One way of looking at an opening is circular rather than linear. One common technique is to open and
close your s t o ~ yof the case with the same statement. That statemeut might be your overall theory of innocence or defense or of
justification in your case. Thus, although it is easier for the jury
to remember a story told in a chronological sequence, yon do not
have to start at the beginning. You might start with the single
most significant event in the case, tell it in a sentence or two and
then go back and pickup the story line from the beginning. This
allows you to come back and end with the beginning.
Remember, this statement is still a palt of the story and is told
from the storyteller's point of view, so it is not something out of
context, like your actual argument of the theo~yof the case.
Finally, reduce your written story to a workable outline or set
of topical words which you can take with yo11 to the podium.
Don t be afraid to refer to your notes to make sure you have covered the field. Your opening will be learned by this tune, not
menlorized. Memorization is not the goal of all of this preparation. It is an understanding of the story that goes far beyond
memorization. It is an understanding of the story that comes
from your knowledge and sincere belief i n the facts of your
case. Your mastery of the facts should be such that the story is
part of your skeleton and muscles, not just your mind.

PASSION
What really goes into your opening statement is WHAT
MAKES YOU PASSIONATE ABOUT YOUR CASE.
Caring is conta~ious.This topic should logically go under
the storytelling part of the paper, but it is so central to the formation of the story itself, that it deserves its own headline. If
nothing makes you passionate, if you just don't seem to care,
give the case to someone else to try because you cannot do
the job you need to do to represent this client. This passion is
what you are searching for when you are putting your
thoughts down on those slips of paper and throwing them into
the opening file.
You can always do a momentary and relatively accurate
analysis of any opening statement immediately after it is over
by simply askiug yourself, "Do I care?" If you don't, the
opening was not a winning beginning.

STORYTELLING
This is the heart of what you need to learn to do a winning
beginning. It's not that difficult. As luck would have it. we
are all natural storytellers and all natural story listeners.
Everyone likes a good story, and this includes jurors. (It
should come as no surprise to you that judges are susceptible
to this magic, too.) Yon go where the power is and the power
is in the story of your case. There are a couple of things that
are conunon to all good stories.
First, stay in the same tense. This will almost always be the
past tense. If you are going to tell a good story of your case,
you cannot continually keep breaking into the present and
future tenses by using the old woin out standards like 'We will
then call to the stand
, who will tell you. . ." When
you do this, you immediately jerk the jurors out of the rhythm
of the past and into the glaring and uncomfortable light or their
present, unfamiliar position. Then you jump back into our storytelling and expect them to relax comfo~tablybackinto being
good listeners. It just doesn' t happen that way. You can avoid
this by staying in the past tense. Again, this iucludes the opening and closing hooks to your story. Those may be out of
chronological order, but they are still told in the past tense and
from the storyteller's poiut of view.
Second is the concept of good versus evil. It may be
expressed as the good guys versus the bad guys, or heroes and
villains, but it seems to always be present in good stories.
Think in polar opposites. Explore these concepts with every
witness who will appear in your case. Some, of course,
appear in the roles of supporting witnesses and cannot and
should not be unnecessarily painted with a good or a bad
brush. In many criminal cases, you waut to paint the opposition as mistaken and therefore simply human, while representing your client as a victim of this understandable human catastrophe. Give thought to the words you use to describe the
major witnesses in the case based on how you will depict
them in the story. By the end of your opening statement, the
jurors must know who is good and bad, or right and wrong, or
victim and perpetrator.
Talk about your client. It is a rare criminal case indeed
where the lawyer does not come to like his or her client. That
is very different from not liking what the client may have
done or what the client is accused of doing. We always discover good things about the person we represent. They may

@
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be funny things, they may be sad or compelling facts and
sometimes they are facts that truly make us humble. These
are the things that you look for in your client. Explore how
these facts can be gotten into evideuce without opening bad
doors and then how and where to incorporate them into the
opening statement.

DETAILS

forting and clarifying to juries. If you can, work a visual or
two into your opening statement. Use visuals especially in
places where distance and direction are critical. These are
two things that jurors simply cannot hold in their memories.
Just think about the testimony given by law enforcement officers who are forced to give distance and direction testimony
without the use of a diagram. None of us can follow this type
of testimony - and we, the pros, are used to it. The jury
needs to see it. They may need a combinatiou of diagrams
and photographs that are big enough for all the jurors to see
and for you to realistically use in fmnt of them.

- A THOROUGH OPENING

You need to get the details of your case out in your opening.' This little piece of magic seems to run contrary to the
idea of being concise, but it is necassaly if you ale going to
win at the beginning. Its magic exists in the telling of an
interesting story. An iuteresting story will have descriptive
adjectives, action verbs and colorful phrases. For instance a
'look' might be a 'glance,' a 'glare,' or an 'icy stare.' People
don't just say things, they 'spew' or 'spit' or 'whisper' or
'scream' things that are important. All of this can be gotten
into evidence if you 'ask the propel witness the right question.
"Describe how you said that." If you are really doing storytelling, the time will pass quickly and the jurors will stay
involved in the facts. Because what you we saying is interesting to them, they will stay tuned to you. As a result of staying
tuned, other good things will happen. The jury will know the
position you will take with each witness called. They will be
psychologically set up to accept your version of the facts of
the case when they hear them and to reject the facts fmm the
other side because they do not fir into their now preconceived
idea of the case.
Another way of exp~wsingwhat you are doing in this area
is that you are painting a word picture for the jmors. Many
things that we treasure visually ale treasured because of the
detail, the fineness of their existence. That is what you strive
for in the telling of your sto~y.You need to consider yourself
an "Imagineer," - one who trausports juror's imaginations
out of the jury box and into a world you create by the use of
the word pictures you paint. You want each listener to vicariously live the sto~ythrough your client and to feel what he or
shefelt at the time.
The single most important thing you can do to become a
master of the facts in order to paint a good word pictu~eis to
go to the scene. We learn so much faster through visualization than through hearing things. If you've seen the place
where the incident occurred, you can make up a thousand
descriptions culled solely from the database in your mind left
by the impression of the scene.
How long should the opening be? Probably longer thau you
think, but the time will go fast. Good storytelling is compiling,
and if you are good, people will listen and be unaware of real
time passing. It is the boring opening statement, short though it
may be, with all its breaks in time sequeuce and lawyer talk that
seems interminable. The juron know immediately they are being
talked to, not involved in the story. If the piosecutor has done the
usual cursory opening statement, you will have a real advantage
hem by doing a complete and thorough opening statement.

VISUALS
Use visuals. A picture worth a thousand words. It can
certaiuly he worth a thousand words to you in crafting your
opening, and it can quickly transpolt the jury back to the time
and place where the incident occumd. Visuals are both comVOICE VOLUMEPS NUMBERS APRIL gG

HANDLING OBJECTIONS AND OTHER PROBLEMS
One problem often encountered in opening statement is the
judge 01prosecutor who is not comfortable unless they hear
the phrase 'The evidence will show" several times. Thei%are
a couple of things you can do to defuse this situation. First,
talk to the judge before the trial and explain that although you
will not be using the pluase, what you will he saying will be
suppotted by the evidence. Second, use a poster board with
the phrase, 'The evidence will show . . ." printed in large bold
print placed on a stand behind you. Invite the judge to tell the
jury, before you start, that what you are saying is what the
evidence will show and that is why the board is there. As a
last resort, you may have to throw this drama killing phrase
into your opening statement ouce in a while, but use it sparingly as it does break the suspended reality of the story of
events long ago.
What about making objections to the prosecutor's opening?
On the whole, stay away fram them. The prosecutor's opening is not going to be as good or as thorough as yours, and
you can win the opening by just being better. The danger of
making objections is that you create sympathy fiom the jury
runlung toward the prosecutor
The one area where you might object is if the plosecutor
attempts to tell the jury what the law is and does so by paraphrasing. This almost never works and is almost always
wrong or misleading. If the prosecutor is going to tell the jury
the law duiing his or her opening (you need to keep away
from this since it is inconsistent with storytelling) you
object if he is doing it wrong. The thing you should consider
that weighs in against making even this objection is that this
law talk is so boring that they are not listening anyway, and, if
the prosecutor misstates the law during opening, you might he
able to come back in closing and make the jury believe he
was trying to mislead them at the outset of the case.

DO NOT OVERSTATE YOUR CASE.
If you are faced with this type of choice, be conservative
aud understate your case. Understating youf case and telling
a compelling sto1.y are not at all inconsistent. It is ce~tainly
much more fulfilling fiom the jury' s point of view that the
facts in evidence are even worse than you painted them to be.
If you have a controversial piece of evidence, you should
try to get pretrial d i n g s on admissibility. Secondarily, know
your trial judge and do the research and be ready with trial
briefs to overwhelm opposition if they object to the introduction of the evidence. Iu the final analysis, if you do not know
whether or not a piece of evidence is adnussible, leave it out
of the opening.
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hut it is time well spent learning your case and time spent in h e
fight placein the trial preparationand the trial to wir~early.

SOME FINAL THOUGHTS ON PREPARATION FOR
OPENING THE FEAR LIST
Involve yourself in the case. Make a fearThis is the list
that you make as you go about your trial pieparation. Your fear
list tells you before you stan the things that scare you the most
about the ease. If you are inexperienced you may be atlaid that
you will not appear as smooth as the more experienced lawyeis
who you would like to appear like. Don t worry. Being a little
meky is quite chaming if it is the ital you. You don't even need
to apologize for it. Jum~swant to save someone and maybe that
will be you. You will only have this advantage while yon are
tluly inexperienced, so make the most of it. What scares you
might be a fact, a prior record, the judge or prosecutor. Some of
this, facts and legal questiora, can be addressed by thorough
plparation and legal research. This is usually an a m where you
should have the advantage over the pmsecutor.' If it is inexperience in dealing with the judge or pmsecutor, go finda more seasoned lawyer who can sit down and talk you through your fear.
Whatever scares you, you need to make the list and then deal
with the items on it You cannot be effective if you are frightened by that whkh you refuse to confront.

CONCLUSION
There is much that each of us can do right now to make the next
and
opening a winner. Use some of these si~ggestionsimmediately
see if you don't get unmediate iesult from doing so. It takes time,
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Ten Semi-easy Points to
make in the CrossExamination of an
Intoxilyzer 5000 Expert
Caveat

T

his discussion deals

with a specific POrtion of a DWI trial

- the cross-examination of

the State's

intoxilyzer
-

errpert. If the case has been
analyzed correctly, crossexamination of the intoxilyzer expert merely allows
the jury to do what it
already wanted to do - to

Prior to beginning class examination of
the State's witness, your case must contarn:
(I) an "open-minded" jury; (2) a "Likable"
By Mike MtColl~m
client; and (3) a "good" video,
~f YOU have the above t h ~ e eprerequisites, then the following 10 areas of inqui~ymay help you raise reasonable
doubt through the testimony of the State's intoxilyzer expert - by making him
your witness.
With that in mind, enumerated below ale some areas which may
. help
- you
raise reasonable doubt:

1. Establish that the Model 5000 uses the same scientific
principle as all Infrared Spectrophotometers

.

a. Example#l:
'The CMI Model 5000 is a narrow band Infrared Spectmphotometer,isn't
that correct?
"All Narrow band Infrared Spectrophotometerswork off the same scientific
principles. don't they?
"They measure the amount of infrared energy that is absorbed by ethyl alcohol at a given point m time inside the sample chamber of the respective
instrument - correct?"
b. One good reason to start your cross with this is that the witness's first three
answers to you in cross will be "YES". He or she is agreeing with you.

2. The Machine Doesn't Know Where the Alcohol Comes

find that reasonable doubt From.
exists - and find your client a.
not guilty.

"And sir (or ma'am), the machine doesn't know the source of the ethyl alcohol it's measuiing, does it?
"It's just measuring the loss of infrared energy caused by ethyl alcohol in
the chamber, isn't it?
"And we know the machine measures ethyl alcohol from sources other than
the human breath, don't we?"

b. The source "other than the human hl~ath"isthe simulator solution.
c. You get a second "YES"from the State's technical supervisor.

3. Show the finy amount of alcohol actually being measured.
a. Have the State's intoxilyzer expert compute in grams of an ounce the amount
of alcohol actually being measured in the instrument, assuming a validly run test,
to obtain an intoxilyzer result of .I0 or .12 or .17, etc. Put them on chats for
viewing by the jury.
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Tentative
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Schedule

STATE BAR OF TFXAS
ADVANCED CRIMINAL LAW
SEMINAR - Fort Worth
July 15-18,1996

July 25-26,1996
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Houston

July 27,1996
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Houston

CDLP
April 25-26,1996
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Tylet

May 16-17, 1996
CDLP SKILIS COURSE
Midland

May 21 -22,1996
NACDLLEGISLATNE PLY-IN
Washington, D.C.

June 13-15,1996
Rusty Duncan Advanced Shart Course
San Anmnio

June 14, 1996
TCDLA Annual Membership Party
San Antonio

June 15,1996

August 22-23,1996
CDLP CAPITAL MURDER APPEALS
AND HABEAS CORPUS
Dallas

September 19-20, 1996
Federal Short Course
Austin

September 21, 1996
TCDWCDLP Executive & Board
Meetings
Austin

October 10-11,1996
CDLP SKILLS COURSE
South Padre Island

October 12,1996
TCDLA Executive Committee Meeting
South Padre Island

November 1996
CDLP SKILIS COURSE
TBA

TCDLA Annual Meetings

November 6-9, 1996

June 19-23,1996

NACDL SEMINAR
San Antonio

PRESIDENT'S RETREAT
San Francisco

June 28 -July 5,1996
ANNUAL DWI SEMINAR
Dominican Republic

STATE BAR OF TEXAS
CONVENTION:

June 19-22,1996 - Dallas
Tentative as of May 31,1995

CDLP SKILLS COURSE
El Paso

February 5-9,1997
TCDLA WINTERWRING SEMINAR
Utah

March 9-14,1997
Criminal Trial Advocacy Institute
Huntsville

March 20-21,1997
TCDLA SPECIALTY SEMINAR
Dallas

March 22,1997
TCDLAlCDLP Executive &Board
Meetings
Dallas

April 1997
CDLP SKILLS COURSE
TBA

May 15-16,1997
CDLP SKILLS COURSE
Longview

May 17,1997
TCDWCDLP Executive &Board
Meetings
Longview

June 12-14,1997
Rusty Duncan Advanced Short Course
San Antonio

June 13,1997
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP PARTY
Sao Antonio

June 14,1997
Annual Membership Meeting
San Antonio

December 5-6,1996
CDLP SKILLS COURSE
Lubbock

December 7.1996
TCDWCDLPITCDLEI Executive &
Board Meetings
Lubbock

State Bar of Texas Convention:
June 25-28, 1397 - Houston

b. The bottom line is that it will be a dramatically small amount
(such as two ten-millionths of an ounce of ethyl alcohol).

"You consider him to be competent on the model 5000,
don't you?
"Now the model SO00 reads and reports acetaldehyde as
if it were ethyl alcohol, doesn't it?
"And acetaldehyde is a natural byproduct of ethyl alcohol, after it has been metabolized by the liver, isn't it?
"The reason the 5000 reads acetaldehyde as if it were
ethyl alcohol is because the 5000 isn't specific for ethyl
alcohol, is it?
"There are many substances that will interact with this
machine as if they were ethyl alcohol, aren't there?

4. The State of Texas Statutory Tolerance is
Plus or Minus .02.
a. Example W.
'The State of Texas regulations require the second subject test result to he within plus or minus .02 of the first
subject test result, don't they?
"In other words if Mr. Cooper had scored could score as
high as ,160 or as low as ,140, the State of Texas would
have accepted the enthe test as a valid test, correct?"

d. Use page 188 of the "Year Book of Toxicology" and 803
(18) TRCE, for impeachment, if he denies it.

b. Write the high and low numbers on a chart and have the
chart admitted into evidence.

6. The Effect Each Degree Centigrade Has On
Simulator Results.

5. Use Acetaldehyde to rove lntoxilyzers
Are Not Specific For AltoI!'01.
a. The intoxilyzer is not specific for alcohol. That is, it measures other compounds, many of which are found in a person's
body. It attempts to get around this non-speciticity by filtering
out the infrared energy radiated at diffmnt frequencies, but the
machine doesn't filter out all compounds, except ethyl alcohol.
b. Demonstrate this by having the technical supervisor admit
acetaldehyde, a waste product of ethyl alcohol which is always
found in the body after someone begins metabolizing ethyl alcohol, will beread by the CMI 5000 as if it were ethyl alcohol.
c. Example #5:
"You know Ron Oliver, the technical supervisor for the
Dallas Institute of Forensic Science, don't you?
"He's one of your technical supervisor peers, isn't he?

a. The State's technical supervisor should admit there is a
6% to 8.6% increase in reported simulator test results foreach
1 degrte Celsius increase above 34 degrees Celsius the simulator solution is heated.
b. The State witness will also explain that the model 5000 is
programmed to measure simulator results at 34 degrees
Celsius, which is about 93.2 degrees Fahrenheit, and that 37
degtte Celsius is about 98.6 degrees Fahrenheit.

e. You will not get the State's expert to admit that this
same phenomenon occurs in a human's body. But, if you
have your own intoxilyzer expert, he can take the technical
supervisor's testimony regarding the simulator solution and
demonstrate how the same phenomenon applies to iutoxilyzer tests of actual subjects.
d. Whether you have an expert or not, make a chart of the
indicated results of your client's test score number at 34, 35,
36, & 37 deg~eesCelsius.

7. Suspect May Blow Into The Machine More
Than Twice.

T

he upcoming Rusty Duncan
Advanced Course, to be held this June
13-15 at the Riverwalk Marriott Hotel
in San Antonio, will coincide with the 25th
Anniversary of the creation of TCDLA. In
celebration of this anniversary, we urge all
members to join in the festivities at the
Annual Membership Party, on the evening of
June 14th. Charter members are particularly
requested to attend and to be honoied, in
recognition of their contributions to the Texas
Criminal Defense Lawyers Association and to
the criminal defense bar in Texas.
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a Now befole you ask the intaxilyzer expea this question, you
should have cnrss-exmined the operator and pointed out that he or
she could insbud a suspect who has blown in the machine and the
machine has failed to register, to blow again. If the machine fails
to register a second time, the apetator can then have the accused
blow again and again for as many times as the operator wishes ar
until the opelator finally decides that the test is a "rerefusal."

b. You need to point out tluough the Technical Supervisor
that 5 of the 8 operational steps (there is a 9th step; the
machine just basically cuts itself off to be ready for the next
test), involve purging the machine of all the air inside the
machine. In other words, "it is critically important that the
machine have all the air taken out of it befoie either a suspect
test or simulator test is mn."

c. If you ask the technical supe~visorexpert about this, he will
have an answer. Therefore, it is important that you ask the
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operator about (1) his procedure of having the accused blow
many times into the machine if the machine fails to accept
successive breath samples, and then (2) ask the intoxilyzer
expert about the five purge cycles.

8. The amount of time a suspect blows into
the machine.

case was not a valid one because, for example, "in order for it
to be valid, the State's own expert has told us that Billy Jones
would have to had consumed 24 beers."

10. Two People, Who Weigh the Same and
Consume the same Amount Over the Same
Time Period.
[Use when yon know the technical supervisor will admit
the machine is calibrated at 1:2100.1

[use this when test is videotaped]
The technical supervisor may say that a suspect has to blow
into the machine a minimum of from 5.3 to 5.6 seconds
(depending on each individual machine) before the machine will
register. The intoxityzer expelt may also say that the actual
measurement takes place over I-two thousandths of a second.
The intoxilyzer operators invariably tell the individual to
blow 8, 10 or whatever seconds. In addition, they oftet~count
off "1000 one, 1000 two," etc. There is a time differential
display on the videotape. If you watch the videotape time display while the opelator is counting, he will invariably count
longer than 8, LO, or whatever seconds.
Often, you can get an opelator or a technical supervisor to
admit, "the longer the blow, the higher the result," but don't ask
the question, uuless you know the answer will be "yes." If you
have an expert witness, have that witness explain how long
breath samples (more than 5 or 6 seconds) can effect the result.
Since an operator can have a suspect blow into the machime
more than one time, you can accumulate the total number of
seconds a suspect blows into the machine.
With the aid of the above information, you can then play
mathematics with a test result. That is, you can take the test
result of .14 which was obtained, for example, over a breath
sample taking 16 seconds, and then divide it by 3 (5.3 into 16
is approximately 3 times).
On final argument, if an individual has blown a long period
of time into the machine or has blown several occasions in a
row without the machine being purged, you can show that to
the jury during final argument and argue that's why there is
such a high result.

9. Using the State's Technical Supervisor
witness to do hypotheticals.
[use when breath test score is leal high, and your client is big]
a. The State's technical supelvisor can show the number of
drinks your client would have had to consume to get a
VALID alcohol concentration instead of whatever your client
scoied on the State administered test.

a. If the technical supervisorunderstands the significance of the
1:2100 mtio, then he or she will have to admit that even if the
machine is operating (1) according to the Department of Public
Safety's rules and regulations, (2) the operator gets a valid sample of b eath, and (3) the machime actually measures a sample of
breath coming from a suspect's lungs, it is possible for two people weighing the same and consuming the same amount of alcohol in the same peiiod of time to get intoxilyzer test results in
which one test result can be substantially (depending on what
the range alveolar air to blood the supervisor will admit can exit
between people can have) higher than the other.
b. You need to know the Technical Supervisor's beliefs on
the 1:2100 ratio prior to trial, or don't attempt this hypothetical with the witness.

Conclusion
a. It is important that you understand the p~inciplesyou are
attempting to demonstrate to the jury, because each judge has
his or her own rules regarding the scope your cross-examination of the State's technical supervisor. In the past, some trial
judges have granted State's Motion in Limine to precluding
defense counsel fiom mentioning the words (1) "blood," (2)
"1 to 2100," or (3) "Model 401 IAS-A." Therefore, your
cross examination must be plecise.
b. Hopefully, these will give you some ideas on how to
app~oachthe ams-exammation of the State's expert. The most
important thing to remember is (1) you should have already conditioned your jtny to find your client not guilty during voir dire
and (2) recognize that you are rarely going to get the State's
expert to admit the State was wrong. All the cmss examination
will do for you is perhaps raise reasonable doubt.

*

Mike McCollum is a TCDLA member who does a signifcant amount of DWI practice in Dallas County.

b. Make sore that in your hypothetical you are assuming a
valid alcohol concentration, not a breath test score of whatever the score indicated. The difference is that although the
insttument may have produced an indication of a breath test
score that was not a valid alcohol concent~ation.
c. You have to let the jury know the difference between a
reported breath test result as per the State's evidence and a
valid alcohol concentration as is required in the Court's
charge. You then can algue it is obvious though the State's
own witness that the alcohol concentration obtained in this

Q)
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Prison
Murder

E

stimating the risk The Court held:
of violence that
one person dis-

plays to another has long
played a primary factor in

both con-ectional and mental
health law. Determinations
of bail, civil commitment,
manifest dangerausness,
parole, probation and the
sentencing of defendants for
capital murder have been a
factor of the prediction of
whether the person will be
violent in the future. The
Courts have used mental
health expert witnesses to
guide them in their decisions about long-time dangerousness. Barefoot v.
Estelle (1983).
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By Dr. Patrick G. Lawrence

Rlhere is no inerit to the areument that
psychiatrists, individually and as a
group, are incompetent to predict with an acceptable degree of reliability
that a particular c~iminalwill commit other crimes in the f u l w and so represented danger to the community.
A

The Court further held that psychiatric testimony may not b e h i e d upon personal
examination, but may be based upon hypotheticalsituations,even in capital cases.
The Texas State Board of Examiners of Psychologists notes in the Code of Ethics:
(i) Psychologists' forensic assessments, recommeedations, and reports are
based on information and techniques (including personal interviews of the
individual, when appropriate) sufficient to provide appropriate suhstantiution for their findings); . . . (ii) Except as noted in (iii) although, psychologists p~ovidewritten or otal forensic reports or testimony of the psychological characteristics of an individual only after they have conducted an
examination of the individual adequate to support their statements or COIIelusions. (iii) When despite reasonable efforts, such an examination is not
feasible, psychologists clarify the impaet of their limited info~mationon the
reliability and validity of the reports and testimony, and they approp~$ately
limit the nature and extent of their conclusions or recommendations.
In 1972, the Supl-cme Court in Fu~manv. Georgia, ruled that standardless jury
discretion to Impose the death penalty violated the Eighth and the Fourteenth
Amendment prohibition on cmel and unusual punishment. As a result of that
decision, many states have bad their cteath penalty modeled after the American
Law Institute's model penal code (1980). The ALI Code pmvides jurors with a
list of possible aggravating and mitigating circumstauces. Jurors are asked to
consider these facto~sin their deliberations to impose the death penalty.
Oregon and Texas are the only states with an enti~elydiffelent format which
stresses three questions, rather than the weighing of aggravating circumstances
against mitigating cilcumstances. The jumts are asked to:
find beyond a reasonable doubt that: (1) the actor MIIed intentionally or
knowingly; (2) he will probably commit other crimes of violence if not executed; and (3) the killing.was unreasonable in response to the provocation, if
any, of the deceased (Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, Art. 37.071).
The forensic psychologist who testifies in court owes a specialized duty of
care to impart inforn~ationthat is scientifically valid and reliable. In Texas, &?&
y&&, 824 S.W. 2d 568,572 (Tex. Crim. App. 1992) overturned the Frye rule
and noted that scientific evidence may he shown to be reliable even though it has
not yet been generally accepted in the relevant scientific community. The Frye
rule was overturned in the federal arena by Dauhert v. Merrell Dow, 113 S. Ct.
2786.61 U.S.L.W. 4805,1993, requiting an examination of the expert and scientific evidence.
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The Texas Supreme Court in E. I. du Pout de Nemours and
d
, 38 Tex. S.
Co.. Inc. v. Robinson,
S.W. Z
Ct. J. 852 (1995) has further extended the reasoning of
Daubert to the practice of expert witnesses:
The Court held that the proponent of expert testimouy
must show that the testimony is both relevant to the
issues of the case and based upon a reliable foundation.
To be relevant, the evidence must be 'sufficiently tied to
the facts of the case.' Id. at 858. To be reliable, the opinion must be based on principles or techniques that are
grounded 'in the methods and procedures of science.' Id.
(Quoting Daubert, 113 S. Ct. at 2795). The Couit provided a non-exclusive list of six factors that trial courts may
consider in dete~mi~ling
the admissibility of expert testimony: (1) the extent to which the theory has beeu or can
be tested; (2) the extent to which the data or technique
relies on an expert's subjective interpretation; (3)
whether the theory or techuique has been subjected to
peer review and/or publication; (4) the techniques potential rate of error; (5) whether the underlying theory or
technique has been generally accepted in the relevantscienfific community; and (6) the non-judicial uses which
have been made of the technique or theory (Goode,
Wellborn, & Sharlot, 1996).

In Barefoot v. Estelle (1983), the Supreme Court faced a
challenge to a capital sentence that was based, in part, on the
testimony of two psychiatrists that Thomas Barefoot would
contiuue to act violent if not executed. Barefoot argued that
to be admissible wheu
the expert testimony was too u~~reliable
the psychiatrist did not examine Barefoot and based their conclusions on hypothetical questions (Myel-, 1993). One of the
psychiatrists in Bal.efootclain~edthat his predicted
accuracy was, "100% and absolute."
Some of the psychiatrists' predictions wei-e, however, inaccurate because several of the capital murder defendants he
evaluated as dangerous have been released post _Ful.man, and
have committed no further crimes (Marquant & Sorensen,
1988). A major controversy surrounding the role of mental
health expertise in the courtroom has been the problem of
moral advocacy versus scientific expertise (Golding, 1990).
Now, with the introdtiction of Daubelt standads, auy objections to idiosyncratic and rogue expert testimony ought to be
handled by cross examination which would go to the weight
of the evidence as scientific, valid, reliable as contrasted by
that of the moral advocate.
As long as capital defendants insist on maintaining their
Fifth Amendment privilege not to be interviewed by mental
health professionals, theu hypothetical questions are acceptable. The hypothetical questions turn on the analysis of actuarial factors that would predispose one to violence such as
age, gender, social class, education, prior history of violence,
etc. These type of predictors of daugerousness have revealed
no greater accuracy than clinical predictions, a11d their quality
fails to account for the possibility of individual choice
(Shumau, 1994).
The question of valid and reliable factors in the prediction
of the risk of violence while equivocal in distinguishing
betweeu actuarial aud clinical factors appears to have
increased validity when combined together. The forensic psy-

chologist, in providing information to the jury, should outline
the results of testing, interviews, histoiy and all other factors,
both actuarial and clinical, so the jury has an acceptable standard of information to consider in their decision making
process.
The prediction of future dangerousness or risk of violence
has been studied fairly extensively over the last 25 years. A
majority of those studies, until 1981 (Monahan, 1992), have
suggested that accurate predictions were beyond the professional capacity of mental health or correctional clinicians.
Most of the studies of violence prediction have focused on
mentally disordered patients. Monahan (1981) reviewed the 8
most critical demographic predictor viuiables for aggression.
Factors include young age (this variable correlates strongly up
until the age of 30-35 age range after which the correlation is
close to random), male, lower socio-economic class, disadvantaged minority, less educated, has a lower intellectual
level, has an uustable school or vocational history, and has a
history ofjuvenile violence and/or alcohol or drug abuse.
In 1988, Monahan joined others in forming a group of c h i cians to design a study - The MacArthur Risk Assessment
Study - to improve the ability of clinicians to provide information they need to make more accurate predictions of risk
assessment among persons with mental disorders.
The MacArthur Risk Assessment Study sought to investigate the risk of violence by examining risk factors in 4 generic domains. One set of factors viewed as dispositional which
refer to, for example, age, race, gender, social class, anger,
impulsive~~ess,
intellectual abilities and neuropsychological
factors.
The second set of factors a e regarded as historical which
iuclude mental hospitalization history, history of violence,
criminal and juvenile justice history, family history and work
history.
The third set of factors were viewed as contextual, referring
to indicators of cuivent social support, stress, as well as physical aspects of violence such as the presence of weapons.
The final domain of cliuical factors included drug and alcohol abuse, level of functioning, and symptoms of mental disorder and personality problems. Monahan and his colleagues
are only beginuing to tie down predictor variables for the
evaluation of risk assessment of violence. Their assessments
are with mentally disordered patieuts in the pre-trial forensic
stage and not with convicted criminals.
Within the Texas Department of C~iminalJustice, classification is the process which systematically groups inmates
according to security and program needs of each offender.
Newly received inmates at the reception Diagnostic Center
start off on Close Custody but they are quickly moved to
Medium or Minimum Custody dependent upon their histoiy
of institutional adjustment. In 1994, 8,819 (11%) of the
imnates in Texas prisons were incarcerated for murder offenses. The national murder rate is 9.5 per 100,000 (Stephan &
Bricn, 1994). Accordiug to the TDCJ-ID Gang Information
Officer (Buentello, 1994), there were 3 homicides in 1994
within the prison system and all 3 of those were gang I-elated.
Our Texas piison murder rate is certainly less than the 9.5 per
100,000, and uone of those homicides occurred on Death
Row.
- Those criminal district attorneys who like to put notches on
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their guns many times refer to the violence within the crin~inal justice system as being wide spread. Realistically, about
80% of the inmates in the prison sysiem wok, attend school
or are in vocational training. When there is violence in the
prison system, the violence uppem to be between rival gang
members, usually the Mexican Mafia versus the Texas
Syndicate, who are st~ugglingfor control of the contraband
cigarettes and illegal h u g sales in prison.
District attorneys also like to throw in the threat of Kenueth
McDuff, a repeat, habitual killer. Today, when a person is
convicted of capital murder, they are going to spend at least
40 years in prison before they will be eligible for parole. By
the time a 20 year old defendant has reached the age of 60, his
probability for potential violence would be very low. To the
best of my knowledge, no recent governor has pardoned anyone off of Death Row.

White v. State (Tex. Crim. App. 1991) 629
S.W. 2d 701, certiorari denled held:
Though matter of parole is not a proper consideration for
jury's delibe~ationson punishment in a cap~taltrial or in any
other trial, mere mention of the fact that inmates have been
released on parole does not involve a denial of fair and impartial trial on the issue of punishment.
Recent interviews with Oregon capital jurors (Haney,
Sontag & Costaneo, 1994) indicated that their decisions noted
that one of the reasons for returning the death verdict was the
belief that the sentence of life without parole did not really
mean the defendant would never he released from prison.
Jurois thought that a peison would not serve 20 years in
prison but would be out in 5 years or so and that he would
still remain a threat when he got out of prison. In Olegon, as
well as Texas, the major issue beFore the jury appears not to
be centered around the aggravating or mitigating circumstances but the future dangerousness or risk of violeuce of the
defendant.
There were 42 murderers released from the Texas
Department of Corrections following appeals after Furman v.
Georpia, 1972. One of the released mu~derelskilled another
incarcerated gang member after he was returned on a parole
revocation (Marquant & Sorenson, 1988). The other murderer, Kenneth McDuff, would have been predicted to kill again
by any competent forensic psychologist evaluating both actuarial and clinical factom in the prediction of fume lisk of violence.
Even Death Row is classified for differences in violence
potential f&awrence, 1996). Many Death Row inmates are
seal as potentially no~i-violentwithin the ptison system and
are allowed to work with less custody requirements than the
other Death Row inmates who are placed in a more tightly
resnicted security position.
Other classification systems within the federal prisons have
used a psychological test called the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory (MMPI) to classify the personalities of
criminal offenders (Lawrence, 1996). Although MMPIs are
the most widely used measure of applied psychology and
extensively used for many types of forensic evaluatious, it is
subject to distortion and forensic studies have reported at least
28% of most inmates tested with it did not generate valid profiles (Shonorick, D., Ben-Porath, Y., & Stafford, 1992).
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In my evaluations of mentally ill prison inmates, I have
been studying a way to p~edictviolence. I recently completed
a review of over 277 admissions to an Acute Care psychiatric
inpatieut prison hospital with evaluations of the patient's
crime, history of institutional violence, age, intellectual abilities, and personality variables as measured by two psychological tests (Lawrence, 1996). By an analysis of the data, I
found one sub-scale of one psychological test that correlated
with institutional violence at the .005 level of significance
which, in common sense terms, is beyond the level of reasonable doubt. We now have one p~edictorvariable for measuring potential institutional violence for mentally ill convicted
offende~x.Further reseaxh needs to be conducted on whether
this p~edictorvariable holds up under analysis of the risk of
violence potential for non-mentally ill, convicted offenders.
Mental health expert witnesses have generally based their
estimates of futuse dangeroosness of capital defendants upon
their experience with mentally ill patients. There still exists a
number of professionals who believe that accurate predictions
for the commitment of future climes of violence are beyond
the professional capacity of expert witnesses. Capital jurors
seem to consider pwdictions of futu~edangerousness more
important than possible aggravating or mitigating circumstauces in their deliberations to impose the death penalty.
Some of the hired guns that offer their predictions of violence
are unable to cite any scientifically reliable and valid studies
to back up their expert witness observations. They act as
moral advocates for the death penalty.
The fo~ensicpsychologists who report their observations on
the potential for future dangerous~iessgenerally must limit the
nature and extent of their conclusions based upon their leview
of the data of mentally ill patients and not convicted criminal
offenders. The Maclthlw Risk Assessment Study is only
beginning its investigations of the risk of violence from the
examination of pre-trial forensic patients. The TDCJ
Classification System seems to work in reducing the amount
of inmate institutional violence. We examined TDCJ as a
community and our hon~icidesare much lower than the
national murder rate and are generally gang related. A capital
murder defendant will spend at least 40 years in prison before
be will be eligible for parole. The problem is in how to communicate this fact to the ju~y.Even Death Row has a classification system for differences in viole~icepotential within
TDCJ.
The Supreme Court observed Caldwell v Mississi~pi
(1985) "A capital sentencing jury is made up of individuals
placed in a very unfamiliar situation and called up011 to make
a vecy difficult and uncomfortable ehoiee." Heretofore, there
has been 130 purely objective analysis that could compel a
capital juror to a particular decision in a capital sentenciug
trial. Life and Death verdicts have been infused with moral
values, much more so than in any guilt phase tzial decision.
The major decision that death penalty jurors face is the
assessment of whether there is a probability that a defendant
would commit future acts of violence that would constitute a
continuing threat to society. Drew v. State (Tex. Crim. App.
1987) 743 S.W. 2d 207 noted that failure to define "criminal
acts of violence" is not limited to future murders alone.
Would the probability of wrecking a stolen car constitute a
continuing threat to society requiring a sentence of death?
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What &ta do we have to note a continuing threat to society?
Whaf mientitic evidence do we have relating capital defendants t~ the h m d spectrum of "criminal acts of vblence?"
If we assame; that TDCJ-ID is such a society where an
inmate eould i v e for at Iew 40 y a m before being consldwed
f a parole, then We have found one predictor variable that is
scientifrMly reliahte and valid for mtimating the risk of v i a
lace for an incarmated, mentrtlly ill inmate. The level OF
evidence is beyond the level of reasonable doubt. The test
predictor =table may nut be amwake for the prediction of
vio1eyLee with t h w inmates who a
snot mentally ill. Further
sfudk need to mview this f m r . rr is one way; bowevw, to
bring science rather than ophiron back iAto the penalty deliherstion phase of capitslmwdix bials. *
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Open Letter to
Chris Darden
Dear Chris,

C

ongratulations on your book IN
CONTEMPT, which offers
your opinions and perspective
a your role in the pmsecution of O.J.
Simpson. I have been watching your
televised promotion of the book on the
networks, as well as the tabloid shows,
to ~ K Yto attain a better unde~standingof
what ally makes you tick, and why the
trial so embittered you. Your polemic
account is, of cou~se,one of many that
this nation is cumntly enduring, but it is
your account and your comments made
in the book's promotion that malty trouble me. You see, as an African American,
as well as a former prosecutor for nine
years, we have a lot in common, including being recruited to co-prosecute a
high profie case in our respective communities. I was asked to sit second chair
in Galveston County in the mid 70's to
prosecute black Galveston Police
Detectives accused of taking blibes fiwm
a drug dealer. We lost the case. However,
I chalked it up as experience and decided
to learn from it and move on. You, on the
other hand, seem to have chosen a different route - motivated perhaps by greed
(promofion of book sales) rather than
rational thought.
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Your denigration of the jury, the judge
and defense counsel is appalling, more so
By Michael P. Heiskell
than disheartening, because you, as one of
the must recognized pmsecutols in the country, stand as a symbol of high achievement for African Americans in the field of
law. You have forever compromised that now by crossing a terrain over which
our contemporary democratic mythologies about justice stood.
Your attempt to characterize the predominately black jury, a jury that you
helped select by the way, as simple minded, is demeaning and ludicrous. There
was no racial solidarity or july nullification. You and the prosecution team weie
simply outlawyered from pretrial to the verdict by a talented team of aggressive
attorneys. It was readily apparem to myself as well as to my colleagnes, who
often ridiculed your team's weak attempt at developing and conveyiug a coherent theo~y.Yes, the jury did deliberate, and they followed the law on the definition "beyond a reasonable doubt" with their own sensibilities, as your team
delved iuto a risky deal with the devil mark Furhman), a half-cocked explanation of the sloppy evidence collection and an unbelievable, unrehearsed cointroom demonstration that you directed (the gloves did & fit).
You felt betrayed by Judge Lance Ito, who you accused of turning the courtroom over to the defense team. Where have you been practicing Chris? What
have you been taught about "courtroom dynamics?" Any lawyer that is worth
his or her salt knows that in a non-contemptuous manner you seek as much
control of the courtroom as you possibly can in order to exhibit to the jury your
confidence and intimate knowledge of the judge as well as other courtroom
personnel. Did your team suddenly lose sight of this? Did you and Marcia
Clark decide to assume the role of a shrinking violet, or seek to unsuccessfully
wrestle control of the courtroom as well? You see, this takes considerable
aplomb, as well as talent, in this arena of advocacy. However, from my perspective, Judge Ito let both sides have a lot of rope but seemed to favor you,
Marcia and the rest of the prosecution that still coukd not keep a jury out for
over half a day. For you to now blame Judge Ito is yet another half-hearted jab
at our system ofjustice.
Johnnie Cochran, your former hero. Give him his due ~ h r i s (Or
! his 'props" as
you might say). He is obviously a talented man whose eloquence and delineated
passion thrust him, moreso, into the forefront of the great litigatotx of our time.
Cochran's perfect orchest~ationof the proceeding and his command of the
English language left you in his wake as you paced around the podium reflecting
a moody, dispassionate and, indeed, disrespectful arrogance for the proceedings.
Cochran convincingly revealed the holes in some of the evidence and unearthed
the potentially sleazy motives behind the actions of the L.A.P.D. detectives while
at Simpson's home. In your heart I believe that you know this, yet you stoop, as
have many (including Robert Shapiro) to a distraught discourse over the socalled use of the lace card. For you and others to bellow and whine about this
alleged tactic is to deny that another African American attorney is one of the best
in the business. You are simply followiug the pompous lead of thosejealous and
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envious persons who are allowed to impose a limited vision
on a talented African American male. Your immaturity has
allowed you to fall into that trap - one that especially ensnares
you. The trap is to believe that no matter how talented, skilled
or experienced, according to the so-called experts, your successes have more to do with skin color (yours and your targeted audience) than with your own skills or ability. You see,
race is such a large decoy for some that it allows minor matters to be taken out of context and blown up in a spectacular
fashion, corrupting many in the process. Isn't it strange that as
we seek to get past the imbecilic racial divide of the past to
interracial p~osecutionand defense teams and yes, diversity i11
the judiciary and interracial juries, that our criminal justice
system is increasingly described as a system in crisis? Our
current national Congress seeks approval of a '?ail not bail"
bill that allows states to build even more local jails for federal
inmates. Your California legislature seeks jury reform to
allow less-than-unanimous jury verdicts in criminal cases.
Indeed, some are advocating dispensing with the j u ~ ysystem.
The Fourth Amendment is under attack by Congress relating
to the abolishment of the "exclusionary rule. "
As our humanity is being compromised by the constant references to a broken system in need of many fixes, your voice
now leads the morose march against many individual liberties. Is this what you intended Chris? Can post-trial sour
grapes push you this far to the edge that you contemptuously
write off the verdict as everyone else's fault hut that of your
own irresponsible prosecution team?
I am glad that you have taken a leave of absence from the
district attorney's office, but it saddens me that you have
headed for the classroom. But since you are there, tell students the truth about how our studies of police misconduct,
inept prosecution teams and sloppy crime laboratories can
move us closer to perfecting the libe~tyof the people through
the law enforcement agencies created to protect them. Tell
them that to move our country closer to justice we all have to
coutinue to mature and, as our Federal Sentencing Guidelines
Manual constantly reminds us, accept responsibility for our
own failures in judgment.
Sincerely,
JOHNSON, VAUGHN & HEISKELL
Michael P. Heiskell

Michael P. Heiskell of Fort Worth is currently the Treasurer
of TCDLA and is a former state prosecutor as well as a former federal prosecutor. He is a frequent author and lecturer on
state and federal criminal law matters for TCDLA aid the
State Bar of Texas.
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Dz~es/TcrxNotice
Pleose not(! l/rci,fi)llo~t~iirg:

$36 of your annual dues ($19 if a Student Member)
is for a one-year subscription to the VOICE for the
Defense and, $39 of regular dues is for TCDLA
legislative programs. Dues to TCDLA are not
deductible as a charitable contribution but may be
deducted as an ordinary and necessary business
expense. Because of TCDLA's legislative program
$39 of sustaining and regular membership dues is
not deductible as a business expense.
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Expert
Witnesses

Legal Assistants can become Board
Certified in Criminal Law through the
Texas Board of Legal Specialization.
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I CDIA is p r q x w i t i g a roster of

c q w t \sitriescrs, fol* tlistril)utio~ito our
t i i r ~ i i l ~ e r s11'yo11
.
1i;lvc usecl o r arc f:~ntiliilr wit11 i111yo11eo r m y cotiipntty tliitt
woitltl liLc lo bc corisiclrretl, o r fli;~tyou
lbel slto~tlcll)c co~isiclerccl,ple;tse sc~icl;I
r c s ~ t n ~or*
c c u r r i c ~ ~ l i v~ inhtc to:

In anticipation of the Board Certification exam, an Advanced
Criminal Law seminar for Legal Ass~stanbwill be held in
Austin, October 25-26.1996 TCDLA input is requested for
the seminar curriculum.
In what areas of criminal law should a Board Certified legal
assistant be knowledgeable?
What practical skills should a Board Certified legal assistant
possess 2
What topics should be included in t h e Advanced Criminal
Law Semmar for legal assistants?

l3cmiie Ray
hOS W. 12Th St.
A L I S ~I'X
~ I I78701
.
Fax ( 512) 476-632 1 .

Please answer these questions, along with your name, address,
phone, fax and email and direct your responses to:
Elizabeth Elliott Law Office of David A Sheppard
2414 Exposition D-210, Austin, Texas 78703 OR
pho: 512-478-9483, fax 512472-8418 e-mail: swrgswsg com

If you have any questions, please call (512) 479-7775.

Sentencing Guideline Mitigation Specialists
Plea Agreements Resulting
In Sentencing Guideline
Mitigation and Alternatives
to Incarceration

Federal Death Penalty and Lee
Imprisonment Mitigation
Prison Designation, Transfers
and BOP Disciplinary
Infractions

Analysis and Correction of
Government PSI'S

Investigative Research Into
Wrongful Convictions on State
and Federal Level

Reduction of Guideline
Ranges Through Case Law
Research and Application

Justice Denied Research
A Diuisiorr Of

Investigative Support Services, Incorporated
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Membec Cut application and give to a non-member colleague.
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Assotiation
Membership Appllcution
(Pleaseprint or fype)

0 New Member Application
0 Renewal Application
State whether new cerfificateis desired. 0 Yes 0 No
M r . Ms.Mrs.-

rl in

the defense of

Name
Law Firm
Mailing Address
City
State
ZipTelephone (2
Fax No. (I
County
Bar C a d Number
B RCard
~ Date: Month
Year
Date of Birth:
Are you currently a member of NACDL? 0 Yes 0 No

Please check correct category:

r cri~ninalcases.

ffective rehabilitation op
mv~ctcdof c~nne$
mote constant lmptovement in the
,tlatlon of c~lminaljust~ce.

~111ugesfor TCDLA Member
ice for rhe Defp11.wmagazine.
ignificant Decisions Report" of it
.ses decided by the Texas Cot
rl Appeals and Federal Courn.
J Mpmbership Directory-referr:
uinal defense lawyers in ove

Regular member licensed to practice:
0 2 years or less, or new member of TCDLA - $75
0 more than 2 years $150

-

0Voluntary sustaining - $300
0 Sustaining - $200
0 Affiliate - $50
0 Public Defender - $50
0 Student - $20
0Members in the fum of a sustaining M charter member - $50
0 Yes
0 No
Certified Criminal Law Specialist
Have you ever been disbarred or disciplined by any bar
association, or are you the subject of disciplinary action
now pending? 0 Yes
0 No
Date

Signature of Applicant

I hereby apply for membership in the Texas Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association and enclose $
as my amual lnelnO f the dues amount, $36 ($19 if
bership dues for the year
a Student Member) is for an annual suhscnption to the Voice for
the Defense and, $39 of regular dues is for TCDLA lobbying.

Endorsement
)f Lawpels Assistance Corm

e of information and assma
and the iumcus Cu~iaeCommit
~at~onw
a l e e tinough which c r i ~
Imyerb can formulate and ex
osmon on legislation. court rei
ant d e f e n ~casec tlrrough An
3Ct1iTlty
11s for pnblicat~onsof inter%
.rise lawye~b

I, a cunent member of TCDLA, believe this applicant to
be a person of professional competency, integrity, and
good moral character. The applicant is actively engaged in
the defense of criminal cases.

IS,

Date

Signature of Member

Print or type Member'sName
Mail to: Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
Attn: Membe~shipDepartment
600 West 13th Street
Austin, Texas 78701
(512) 478-2514 FAX: (512) 469-9107
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Presents the Ninth Annual

66Rusty99 Duncan,m
-

.

June 13-15, 1996 - San Antonio, Texas
The San Antonio Marriott Riverwalk

I

he Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
announces its ninth annual advanced criminal
law short course, named in honor of the late

